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College announces the
selection of its 20th President

Ambulance transports
11 in opening week
part of the college experience,
which is drinking, and okay,
CO-EDIT0R-II+CHIEF
that 's fine but the tension between that and putting people
While the first two weeks of at major risk and how do we
the fall semester typically begin honor the value of our commuwith COOT trips, orientation pro- nity, which is taking care of each
gramming and a reintroduction other," Wartman said. •
This conversation, while imto campus for returning students,
this year it began with hospital- portant to first-years , Senior Asizations for 11 students with high sociate Dean of Students Paul
Blood Alcohol Concentration Johnston said, is also necessary
to extend to the upperclassmen
(BAC).
The unfortunate pattern be- as well. While seven of the 11
gan during the week following students dispatched to Maine
the first-years' return from their General were first-years , the othColby Outdoor Orientation Trips er four were students who have
(COOT) on Sept. 1. During this been at Colby for a full year or
period, three students had to be more, and are familiar with the
sent to the local hospital on three policies regarding hard-alcohol
separate occasions for illness and possession of alcohol, both
for underage and over-2 1 stuand alcohol-related issues.
Incidents
continued—and dents. "What does that say about
reached an unexpected and un- the policy?" he wondered. "Are
usual high—between Sept. 6 and people choosing not to respect
Sept. 8, the first full weekend of it or not to abide by it? ...Are we
the semester, when all class years just trying to fly under the rawere present on campus. On dar?...Or is it that the campus has
Sept. 6, a Friday, seven students become complacent about the
were reported and dispatched to policy, in that they don 't feel that
Maine General Hospital in Wa- there is any danger of violating
terville, and another was admit- it? Is the consequence enough
ted on Saturday, Sept. 7, bringing of a deterrent?" Either way, he
the current on-campus semester agreed with Wartman's idea that
total to 11. While the admitted this is an issue the campus needs
patients were mainly freshmen to discuss together, and that stu(7 out of the 11), each class year dents need to lead by example,
was represented in the final total. explaining that the campus
Concerned for the safety of stu- should "enlist the student body
dents, Associate Dean and Direc- to be allies in this, and uppertor of Campus Life Jed Wartman classmen have a role in this, as
sent an email to Community Ad- student leaders to be growing in
visors (CAs) and COOT leaders the same direction."
Vice President for Student Afon Saturday night, asking them to
be aware of the situation and to fairs and Dean of Students Jim
advise the first-year students and Terhune stated that the behavtheir classmates to "be careful ior and attitude around the first
and take care of each other."
weekend of school , called LoudInitial campus conversations ness, while not supported or
attributed the causes of the wor- excusable, is not surprising. "If
risome numbers to a range of there 's a big concert , we tend to
issues, from the cancellation of see a big cluster around then, and
annual speaker Mike Green (due this is what other colleges see as
to weather; he has been resched- well. That most of the really bad
uled for the coming weeks) to instances are linked to, ironicalthe change in policy regarding ly, major campus traditions and
COOT leader and CA's "dry" social events," he said. "We have
status during orientation week an obligation to raise awareness,
to a lack of clarity among the to keep pushing the educational
first-years regarding the alcohol components of this...and to keep
and reporting policies at the Col- talking about it." "
Johnston , Terhune and Wartlege to complacency among upperclassmen and a simp le over- man all wanted to remind stuenthusiasm for the first weekend dents and members of the Colby
of the year. Regardless of opin- community that although 11 is
ion, students and school officials a high number for hospital adalike agreed that this is the most mittance the first two weeks of
talkative the campus has been school (the average past years
regarding alcohol and drink- has been about five or six), they
ing culture on the Hill in recent do not typically signify a speyears, and that the opening of cific trend for the rest of the sethat dialogue is promising.
mester. They also agreed that a
"We need to have a campus high number of admittances may
dialogue about this tension beSee TRANSPORTS. Page 3
tween what is often assumed as
By JUUANNA HAUBNER
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On Scpr 10 the Colby community learned that the new College presidentwill be David Greene, currently the executix'e vice president of the University of Chicago
By TIM BADMINGTON
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

At 1:08 p.m. on Sept. 10, an
Official Notice was released to
students , faculty and staff, announcing that the year-long
"Presidential Search" had come to
an end. In a formal statement , Michael L. Gordon *66 Chair of the
Presidential Search Committee
and Robert E. Diamond Jr. *73,
Chair of the Board of Trustees ,
shared thai David A Greene , the
current executive vice president
of the University of Chicago, will
succeed President William "Bro"
Adams as the 20th President of
Colby College starting on Jul y 1,
2014. Adams has successfully led

the College since 2000.
Greene is a New England
native , originally hailing from
Worcester, Mass.
The first stop on
his journey in
higher
education was as an
undergraduate at
Hamilton
College, a member of
the New England
Small
Colleges
Athletic Association (NESCAC),
to which Colb y
also
belongs,
where he majored
m history. Greene furthered his
education at Harvard University,

earning a master 's degree in human development and psychology and a doctoral
degree in administration , planning
and social policy.
Professionally,
Greene 's
first position as
an
upper-level
administrator was
as an assistant to
the President at
Smith
College
in Northampton ,
Mass. He then
took a similar position at Brown
University. These
opportunities were steppingstones to Greene 's position in the

Members of
the search
committee
expressed
[positive ]
sentiments
about
Greene's
passion

vice presidency at the University
of Chicago.
Greene's responsibilities at the
University of Chicago are diverse
in breadth and depth. According to
Gordon and Diamond 's statement,
Greene "[oversaw] major university initiatives , and [supervised
several academic and administrative units. He led the university 's
most recent strategic planning
process, which ushered in a time
of growth at Chicago that included
increased resources for the academic program; capital projects
across all disciplines, in student
residences, and for a new library
at the center of campus; and exponential advances in reputation .
See SPECIAL SECTION, Page 2

Newly renovated Museum
of Art welcomes students
By SAM LEBLANC
NEWS EDITOR

that you can come here [to] get your
night started."
The evening will open with free
t-shirts for the first five hundred students. In addition to free food and
drinks (both alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages), there will bea raffle
in which visitors have the chance to
win Museum merchandise, gift certificates to Buen Appetito, the Button
Down Cafe, and Heirloom Vintage,
among other items.
Throughout the evening, Mize
will be roaming the museum with
a video camera to capture student
reactions and thoughts. There will
also be a live feed of student 's responses on Twitter when they use
the hashtag "#LunderLive".
Mize and Timme both stressed
the importance of students in the
space and the plans that will be

implemented to make the Museum welcoming to the campus
community. Professor of Art and
Director of the Museum Carolyn
Muzzy and Chief Curator Sharon Corwin said, "We want to
be integrated into the curriculum
here at Colby, but we also hope
we can be part of the curricular
and co-curricular experiences
students have here on campus,
Maybe you 're taking a break
from writing a paper ... and you
wander over here and get to experience great art and a beautiful
setting. Maybe you 're meeting a
friend for a cup of coffee and you
meet in the lobby." Corwin , Mize
and Timme all stressed that their
aim is for the Museum to become
a space students feel free to make
their own.

The First Thursday program is
another way in which the Museum
staffhopes to welcome the campus
into the space. On the first Thursday of each month , the Museum
will host a special event such as
performances, lectures and concerts. "[It 's] really an ambitious
event schedule," Mize said. In addition , the Museum will be open
until 9 every Thursday to accommodate students 'busy schedules.
"This [Opening Celebration], in
many ways, is the moment we've
been waiting for," Corwin said. "1
haven't felt fully opened until we
welcome students into out galleries.
In many ways this is the most important moment for me, to have Colby
students looking at art, enjoying the
space and really feeling like this is
their museum."

The Colby Museum of Art is
officially welcoming the College
community into its newly renovated
space by hosting an Opening Celebration Sept. 12 from 6 to 9 p.m. "It 's
our chance to open with a bang and
really show what [the College community has] available on campus...
not just for great art but great space,"
said Anne Lunder Leland Curatorial
Fellow Ramey Mize.
"We are funneling tons of time
and energy into this event . I think
the word 'spectacle ' has been
tossed around a lot.. .1 have never
seen a campus museum do something as fun as this," Mize said.
Both Mize and Mirken Coordinator of Education & Public Programs
Matt Timme highlighted the student
voices involved in both the opening
and the plans for the tuture of the museum. "With the much larger footprint, we're a large part of the physical campus... [and] aller speaking to
a lot of students we could do a better
job of being a part of campus. [We
want] students and faculty and staff
to understand we ' re here to serve this '
smaller community, really the Colby
community. Our job is to open the
doors and allow people to feel comfortable in tins space." Timmesaid.
The planning committee for the
Opening Celebration spoke to members of the Student GovernmentAssociation (SGA) and the Museum's
summer interns extensively to come
up with the "the more partly-like,
jazzy atmosphere," Mize said.
"[SGA co-Preskient Cole Yaverbaum] told us there will be buses and
ANGELICA CRITE5/IHE COLBr ECHO
rides from this event to bar night so Thursday. Sept 12 the Colby Museum of Art will welcome the campus with an opening celebration event
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Sp ecial Rep ort: The PresidentialSelection

On behalf of students on the Hill and the staffof The Colby Echo, we welcome Preside?? t-Elect Greene and his family to the Colby community.
From SPECIAL SECTION . Page I

admissions, and fundraismg."
With an emphasis on taking a
critical look at the liberal arts education, Greene promises to "think
ambitiously about how the model
of liberal education should evolve
and how liberal arts colleges can
play an even more prominent role
in influencing higher education
and educating the leaders who
w ill shape the future. "
Indeed . Greene 's ability to
identify the features of the educational process that need improvement is what drew the attention
and admiration of the search
committee hi 2004, he published
a book entitled. The Women \
Movement and the Politics of
Change at a Women 's College.
which exp lored the experience
of Jill ker Conway, Smith' s first
female president, in a larger educational context.
Many members of the search
committee expressed similar

Sentiments about Greene 's passion Professor of Psychology
and Department Chair Martha
Arterberry said, "David Greene 's
passion for education and the liberal arts model in particular, his
experience in a variety of institutions and in a number of critical
roles , and his willingness to ask
probing questions will be great
assets as we move toward that
next level. "
While the College is still
considered an elite educational
institution and boasts extraordinary academic, administrative ,
and financial resources. Greene
will still face challenges as he
takes on the role of president
atop a crest of the natural cycle
of student skepticism of College
administration.
Students were surprised by
the relative suddenness of the
announcement , but eagerly await
the range of opportunities that
arc made possible by the promise of a new direction from atop
Mayflower Hill.
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President-elect Greene met with students, faculty, and administrators in the Schair-Swenson-Watson Alumni center upon his arrival to campus

Selections from a conversation with President-Elect Greene
By JDLIANNA HAUBNER
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

After the unexpected afternoon announcement on Sept
10 . students, faculty and staff
were invited to meet PresidentFleet Greene at a reception m
the
Schair-Swenson-Watson
A l u m n i Center. In a private interview, Greene spoke w i t h the
Echo about the future of Colby,
issues presently facing the campus , and his affinit y for Boston
sports teams.
On Administrative
Transparency:
Echo. This week, the Echo ran
a poll among the student bod y
answering the question "What do
you think Colby 's main priority
should be at the current time?"
and the two clear .
runaway winners
were Administrative Transparency
and Tuition Increases....Administrative transparency is something
that the President... could potentially have a
good amount of
control over. So.
how do you want
to treat that going
forward in your
[tenure] as President?

PresidentElect
Greene:

the same time think in a broader
way about what ' s important to
the Colby community. ..
1 can tell you...there are princip les that 1 adhere to and that
are important to me: being able
to communicate again and again
what ts going on at Colby and
where it 's going. I think there ' s
some reall y great opportunities
at all of the places I' ve been to
be able to talk internall y with
peop le to do a better |ob with
that. ..
But there are also opportunities with folks working on this
as well, to be able to talk about
Colby to the broader world .
and what 's so special about this
place and being frank about our
challenges and where they are.
but that to me is reall y just one
of the great opportunities sitting
out here , because there 's such a
great story to tell about Colb y
and we need to be
able to do that in
a reall y effective
w ay

"I want to
ensure that
Colby is
known for its
distinctive
and excellent
programs as
an educational
institution
first. That it
is seen as the
world's best."

Well my sense
about
these
things [bringing
information about
Administrative
goings-on to the students] is that
there arc a couple of issues that
are important. One is good governance , and how that actuall y
works and the engagement of
students in this process is so important , and the engagement of
faculty in the process and even
in a relativel y small community
not everyone has to know everything , but having people who
can reall y represent what is important to different groups and at

On What
He Hopes to
Achieve During
His Time on the
Hill:
E: Say your
time at Colby 15
or 20 years down
the line is over,
and you see it as
being a success.
What
are the
markers of that
success?
What
does that look
like to you?
G: It 's hard to
say rig ht now, but
in the very general sense , I would
say that a major part of the job
of any President or any Board of
Trustees is to leave the College
in a fundamentall y better p lace
than where you found it. That 's
what you reall y have to work at
all the time. You have to commit
all of your life to making Colby
a belter p lace, and that can take
many different forms over time.
I would want to ensure that
Colby is known for its distinctive and excellent programs as

an educational institution first.
That it is seen by every body as
the world' s best. Not as among
a group, but reall y as the world' s
best in what it does . And that it
reall y hel ps set a course in what
liberal education can be over the
next two decades.
1 think there 's a lot of room
for growth and exciting opportunities at a place like Colb y, and
someone has to step out and take
a leadershi p role, and I can 't see
wh y it shouldn 't be Colb y. You
have everything in p lace to do
this: you 've had great leadership here for a long time and
you have incredible students
here.
You
have incredible faculty
here . And it
just
seems
like the rig ht
moment for
Colby
to
take a giant
leap forward
and be able
to build on
everything
that 's been
done here in
the past.
You see
this some of
the new programs that
have
happened here;
you certainl y see it in the Lundcr Collection [at the Colby Museum of Art], It ' s phenomenal
No other liberal arts college has
that; that is Colby 's and Colby 's
alone. And how do you make the
most of that? That ' s part of " the
question I'd really like to come
here and talk to you about "How
do we make the most of something like that. " And if you look
at these other assets that Colby
has. if it 's the intellectual assets ,
the cultural assets that Colby
has . how do we make the absolute most of them over time.
And 1 think if we actuall y take
that challenge on in a really honest and rigorous way. that Colby
will be a much better place 15 .
20 years from now . and that 's
been the history of Colby. Every decade it 's gotten better and

On Fostering a Sense of
stronger and it 's at its absolute
strongest point ri ght now than
Community and Dialogue at
it 's ever been in its history. It 's
Colby:
E: A lot of discussion the last
attracting incredible students
here —we need to do even more Few years has revolved around
work there , how do you have a the decline of an examined contglobal reputation.
inuity dialogue at Colby.... How
I think it 's great that we can could we bring the familial feelattract people from around this
ing and community that we as
country and increasingly Colb y students love back together after
has become a global college , but events that may fracture it?
can you imagine thinking about
DG: Well it 's certainly true
what it could be if you reall y that , if you look around the
took the leadership role in global country, this idea
education and took that on in a of "civil dianew way ? I don 't know exactly logue" seems lo
what that would mean , but it be missing and
would be fun to think about it.
in our colleges
So those are the kinds as well , that 's for
of things I'd like to sure.... But I do
have some conversa- think that collegtions here and think
es can actuall y set
" about.
" a different path
forward on that... .
On Being a
I think it 's inVisible Figure on
cumbent
upon
and around Campus: us to think hard
E: One thing that about this one.
students have thought
I want Colby
about past presidents to be a place
and what past presi- where all quesdents could improve tions can be on
upon was to be more the table , where
visible around cam- all
perspecpus and to [be more] tives can come
personable around the to bear around those questions ,
students. What are and where people will be very
some ways you think
comfortable being challenged ,
you could be a visible and that that 's part of the enviand personable [fig- ronment that we live in here at
ure] on campus?
Colby.
G: Being a visible , engaged
It 's not just about being compresence is something that 's fortable , but it really is about
very important to me.... One of being challenged , and people
the great appeals of this job is getting energized by that , but it 's
the idea of being an integrated
also done in a way that 's respectpart of this community and en- ful , in a way that 's civil , in a way
joying that and living that and that takes into account all of the
for me that means being able to differences, in a way that takes
go to student events , speakers into account the fact that no one
when they ' re on campus , being has the corner on all the right
able to go to faculty talks, ath- ideas , that peop le really listen to
letic events...these things to mc one another....
are a really important part of
I would really want to stress
what being a part of this com- here...to figure out a way for
munity is.
Colby to be a model for this can
Having students come into my be done. Because when you go
home is an important part of all out in the world and you leave
of this, and 1 think that is some- here, if you 've learned at Colby
thing I would look to do right how to have the most difficult
away.... So, that is definitely
conversations in an honest and
something I think I' m looking true but rigorous way...[you] can
forward to.
go out and [you] can help cre-

"I want Colby
to be a place
where all
questions
can be on
the table,
where all
perspectives
can come to
bear...."

ate a larger environment in this
world where peop le are really
ready to listen to one another
and have difficult conversations.
On Spending Time with His
Family:
E\ What would you like us to
know about you as a person , not
just you as a President-Elect?
DG: That 's much tougher
(laughs). Well, I think the thing
that is most useful lo know
about me is that
I' m definitely a
New Eng lander
by birth and by
heart. I' ve grown
up in this part
of (he country,
I love the Red
Sox, I love the
Patriots , I love
these teams and
I insisted that my
kids love these
teams....
I told my kids
that I wanted to
do
something
special with each
of them
over
the last several
years. I said "you
pick it and let 's
find something that 's great." So
my son picked the Superbowl
against the [New York] Giants...
I asked [my daughter], "what
do you want to do?" and she said
she wanted to go to opening day
at Fenway Park , so we flew out
from Chicago and went to opening day and had a great fatherdaughter experience...and then
my [other] daughter wanted to
go see a show on Broadway, and
so we went to New York and had
a weekend in New York where
we saw "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
and...really got to see New
York...and I just think that those
kinds of experiences with my
kids and for them to have a sense
of wonder about the world...are
all great.

"One of the
appeals of
this job is the
idea of being
an integrated
part of this
community...
and enjoying
that and
living that."

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

For an extended
transcription of this
interview, p lease visit our
website:
www ihecolhyecho com

Oak Fellows begin course High numbers sent to hopsital
By JASMYN DAVIS
NEWS STAFF

The 2013-2014 Oak Fellows , M a u n g Maung Than
and Mya Nandar A u n g , had
never been to the United
States u n t i l a few weeks
ago. Last year , they applied
for the Oak Fellowship program , hoping for an opport u n i t y to spread awareness
about h u m a n rights abuses
in Myanmar.
"We didn 't know much
about Colby until after our
release from prison ," Aung
said. "One of our friends
m e n t i o n e d to us that this
program would be a good
break for us to reflect and
r e t h i n k and r e b u i l d . . .[and]
to stay positive. "
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Than
and A u n g have
worked for the United Nations Refugee Agency, focusing specifically on protecting the rights of the
stateless Rohingya minority who live in the western
Rakhine state in Myanmar.
Than is a Rohingya Muslim and Aung was born to a
M u s l i m father and Buddhist
mother; they said their backgrounds have hel ped them to
empathize with the right minorities in Myanmar.
The military junta in
Myanmar refuses to recognize the Rohingya as citizens
and has made efforts to forcibly remove them from the
Rakhine and replace them
with non-Rohingyas. Other h u m a n rights violations
against the Rohingya include

ethnic and religious discrimination , unlawful detention
and persecution , forced labor and forced disp lacement.
This semester , Than and
Aung will be teaching a
Global Studies course called
"Human Rights in Global
Perspective. " The course will
focus on the Rohingya and
Buddhist-Muslim
relations
in Myanmar. The opportunity to teach is "a good platform [for us] so we can tell
what is happening in Burma.
Very few people know about
the violation of human rights
there ," Than said.
Than and Aung hope the
class will allow students to
better understand the importance of fighting for basic
h u m a n rights for marginalized individuals. They w a n t
students to learn lessons
from their own personal experiences that will prepare
them for future work in social justice. "The broader
objective is to build a better world , with a better humanity. That is our mission
in life. We want the younger
generations to be a part of
that ," Aung said.
Despite their own personal hardships , both have
confidence that the treatment of the Rohingya in
M y a n m a r will i m p r o v e in
the future. "We all are h u man beings. When t i m e
changes , I t h i n k peoples '
minds change , too. I don 't
k n o w how long we have to
s t r u g g l e but I am quite o p t i mistic that we may succeed
one day, " Than said.
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mean a higher level of comfort
among students with reporting
incidents of alcohol-related incidents around campus.
Above all , they and Director of Security Peter Chenevert
agreed that one thing all students
should know is that reporting an
incident of alcohol-related illness, whether for oneself or a
friend , will give the best possible
results, both health-wise and
when it comes to discip line from
the school. Colby subscribes,
in a general sense, to the notion
of "medical amnesty," which
means that the act of reporting an
incident immediately puts you at
less risk for disciplinary action ,
disregarding involvement from
local police or other violations,

while disciplinary action may not
be severe, names of students with
repeated offenses are tracked and
spoken to on a case-by-casc basis.
While the College has no jurisdiction over off-campus events,
problems on campus can easily
and effectively be hel ped with a
call to a CA on duty or directl y
to Colby Emergency Response
(CER). Chenevert expressed a
hope that next year, he and his
staff will have the opportunity
to meet with first-years during
orientation week to go over procedures and strategies for having
a safe and fun time on the Hill.
In times of crisis, he also urged
students to remember that "even
if there is getting a little bit in
trouble on campus, a warning or
something like that, is much easier to take than the consequences
that could happen if you don 't."

first new club of the year.
Jesse Coulon '14 spoke for
the adoption of the Alexander
Hamilton Society as an official
club.
The Hamilton Society
is a national organization that
seeks to "promote talk on international relations topics ," Coulon said. He exp lained that the
Society sends experts to campuses around the country to debate professors in their fields of
expertise. According to Coulon ,
one of the advantages of the organization is the availability of
grants to fund travel for experts,
"We need no money from you. "
he told SGA members .
Coulon added that the Society
would try to bring one speaker in
the fall, one over Jan Plan and a
third in the spring. SGA members and unanimousl y voted for
the Society to be recognized as
an official organization .
In other business , SGA discussed the idea of a Dorm
Olympics, an initiative led by
Coburn Dorm President Arjun
Sahgal '16. He hopes to host
a weekend event this fall, in
which residence halls would
compete together. The best residence halls in an area of campus
(such as Frat Row) would go on
to play against students from
other areas of campus.
The core of the p lan , he said ,
would involve trying to get students to work together in competition and meet new people from
around the College.
SGA members were mostly
sympathetic to Sahgal's idea ,
but skeptical of the timing. "I
think it 's a really good idea , but
I think putting it on a Saturday
reall y alienates athletes ," Mary
Low Dorm President Kylie Van
Buren ' 15 said .
Others were concerned that
having the event soon would be

difficult and worried about student interest on a weekend. SGA
will be forming a committee this
week to examine the matter and
decide whether to move forward
with the Dorm Olympics.
SGA also discussed the potential for changes to the current residence hall damage
policy. Residential Life Chair
Dan Sunderland '14 and Van
Buren will be working together to reform the College 's
policy in that regard. One potential inspiration for reform
is Bates " community service
penalty "that would really hel p
people realize the responsibility [involved m vandalism]. "
Van Buren said.
M u l t i c u l t u r a l i s m is another
area of emphasis for SGA this
year. One examp le involves the
Pledge to Pugh campai gn , in
which students have the opportunity to si gn an agreement to
attend at least two Pugh Center events each semester. Class
of 2015 Co-Presidents Tionna
Haynes and Madison McLeod
both stressed the importance
of spreading the word about
the Pledge to Pug h to further
m u l t i c u l t u r a l education.
Multicultura l Affairs Fellow
Shane Rogers '15 has already
begun work on educational initiatives and will be planning
more throug hout the year.
In addition . SGA noted that
first-year elections will be
coming soon. "There 's going to
be an information session at the
end of next week. " Parliamentarian Phil Hussey '14 said.
Members said they are looking forward to the coming year
and described their plans to improve life on campus. SGA will
return to work on new business
at the next formal meeting on
Sept. 22.

SGA holds first fall meeting
By GRIFFIN METTO
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The approval of two new
clubs , the Colby Alliance for
Renewable Energy (CARE) and
the Alexander Hamilton Society,
was a top item on the agenda at
the first Student Government
Association (SGA) meeting of
the year on Sunday, Sept. 8.
Advocates for an official
CARE club , two of them members of the organization and a
third who represented EnviroCo, described the specific mission of CARE and the need for
it to function separatel y from
¦
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EnviroCo.
COUFTTESY OF AMANDA COOLEY
Oak Fellows Maung Maung Than and Mya Nandar Aung arrive on campus.
The students explained that the
main goal of CARE is to encourage fossil fuel divestment (the sale
of financial assets invested in fossil fuels) and decreased use of fossil fuels by appealing to colleges
. and attending rallies in cities such
as Portland, Boston and Washington, D.C. According to the CARE
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members, all three events were
well-attended, with 20 students
traveling to the D.C. rally.
Some SGA members , such as
¦• « * "* y W S
9:00 a- m at Eustis 102
Sturtevant Dorm President Jacob
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Kandel '16, had questions about
whether CARE deserved its own
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than CARE?" Kandel asked.
Erin Love *14 , Co-President
of EnviroCo explained that the
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focus of EnviroCo is "on enviLearn
ronmental activism on a much
more
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larger scale" and that "CARE
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Recruiter Rob Orton
has a very specific focus. " She
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said
that EnviroCo 's overall misrorton@peacecorps.gov
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sion makes it difficult to devote
the necessary time and resources
to a subgroup as large as CARE ,
while also addressing environmental issues outside of fossil
fuels. SGA proceeded to unanimously approval CARE as the

."'" Launch your international career
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like vandalism or being uncooperative or violent towards Security or authorities. While most
cases of vomiting or physical
signs of intoxication will result
in a call to CER, Deputy Chief
of Operations Peter Wirth ' 16
wanted to emphasize that "the
transport decision for each patient is based on specific medical criteria as described in Maine
EMS protocols and good jud gement. If any CER member has
reason to believe further medical
evaluation is necessary, the approp riate steps will be taken."
That being said, Chenevert asserted that "this is a private college with public access," meaning that if something is reported
or seen as a potential threat to
safety. Security and local authorities have the right to intervene.
All incidents are reported and
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New GSD Director discusses plans and goals
By LUCY HADLEY
NEWS STAFF

The College community is
excited to welcome the new
Gender and Sexual Diversity
(GSD) Director Emily Schusterbauer. As part of the Dean
of Student 's Office, working
closely with the Pugh Center ,
Schusterbauer will be responsible for programming aimed
at preventing violence and discrimination related to gender
and sexuality at the College.
Schusterbauer grew up in
Michi gan , where she majored
in women 's studies and art
history at the University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor. She
subsequently earned her masters in women 's studies from
Ohio State. Currently, she is
a doctoral candidate in the
Gender Studies Ph.D. program at Indiana University.
In her role as director ,
Schusterbauer wants to supplement the College 's resources by increasing peer
education and campus-wide
dialogue on issues of gender
and sexual diversity.
Primarily,
Schusterbauer
is interested in i m p l e m e n t i n g
student-run sexual assault
prevention
programming.
For example , she wants to

add to the effectiveness of
"Speak About It ," a firstyear seminar on healthy sexual habits , by starting peer
discussion groups to put the
performance in the context
of the campus community.
Schusterbauer stated that
this type of peer education
will not only train certain students to talk about sensitive
issues , but help to include
those who "maybe haven 't
seen themselves as part of
the conversation in the past. "
Student facilitation and discussion groups are central
to Schusterbauer 's vision for
the GSD program.
In addition , Schusterbauer
is looking forward to working
with other campus organizations to examine discrimination and violence of all kinds
at the College. Co-presdient
of the Brid ge Maddie Hunsicker '14 echoed this sentiment. "She seems excited
to help the Bridge...and has
needed expertise in workshops and educational opportunities surrounding LGBTQ
issues ," Hunsicker said.
Student leaders are excited
to have a new GSD director
who is so invested in student
involvement and collaborative programing. Kylie Van
Buren '15 , co-president of the

Feminist Alliance , said the
College 's support of Schusterbauer "shows where Colby 's values stand. " The addition of this position is bound
to bring "new ways to address
gender and sexual diversity, "
said Van Buren 's co-president
Katie Curran '14.
Despite the student body 's
enthusiasm , the GSD director position is still a controversial subject on the Hill.
Schusterbauer is taking over
for Andrea Breau , the College 's first ever GSD Director , who abruptly resigned
before her first year ended.
This dramatic departure
left many students confused
and worried about the future
of the GSD program. Van
Buren said that "[the GSD
program] didn 't exactl y go
as planned the first time ,
but I t h i n k everyone learned
from that. "
Schusterbauer
acknowledged "some unrest about
what this position should do
and what the decided outcome actually is. " In light of
this dissatisfaction , Schusterbauer is p lanning a GSD
Program Dialogue on Oct.
2nd at 8 p.m. in the Mary
Low Coffeehouse to hear
students ' ideas about the purpose of the program.

In a d d i t i o n to
Breau 's
departure , the debate over
the need for a ph ysical GSD
center
also
complicates
Schusterbauer 's arrival. In
the past , s t u d e n t s made the
case for a center to serve as
a safe space for students affected by gender and sexual
d i s c r i m i n a t i o n and violence.

Despite vocal support from
n u m e r o u s student leaders ,
no plans for a p hysical center have begun. N e v e r t h e less , S c h u s t e r b a u e r is excited for the u p c o m i n g year.
She stated that she is focused
on "trying to get some really good, positive, concrete
GSD p r o g r a m m i n g going on

campus " rather t h a n t r y i n g to
b u i l d a GSD center.
C u r r a n c a p t u r e d the overall positive feelings about
S c h u s t e r b a u e r 's a p p o i n t m e n t
when she said , "c r e a t i n g equity on a college campus
takes a m i l l i o n small steps ,
and I t h i n k this is one more
of those [steps]. "

ANGELICA CRITES THE COL0Y ECHO

The new Gender and SexttatDiversity(GSD) DirectorEmilySchuster
batterjoined
the College July 1 Schusterbauer
p lans to begin student-run sexual assault programming and work with student groups on GSD related issues

Miller undergoes $8.7 Million facelift
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In addition to the numerous changes made to the Library the upstairs now has an experimental classroom that has a full wall touch screen
Bv HENRY HOLTZER
NEWS STAFF

To most Colb y students , the
hbrarv 's renovation seemed to
happen as fast as their summer
vacations, but the library 's reno\ ation has been a long running
project with many years and
millions of dollars behind it.
In 1940 . Miller Librarystood at about half its current
size, and nobody thought then
that it would ever need to expand upon its 1 80 ,000-volume
capacity. Then , in 1982 , Miller
underwent a massive renovation , resulting in the space that
Colby students use to this day.
Ori ginally meant to suffice for
only fifteen \ears of growth ,
this overhaul lasted until 2012 ,

when Miller Library received
the third
facelift in its history.
The
cuirenl
S8.7 million Miller Library Restoration has two
components. The
first involves the
transformation of
the ph ysical building. However , it
also includes the
building of a S3.5
million
storage
space on the outskirts of campus.
What used to
be
bookstacks
and student study
space in the basement is now a digitization
workspace. It also houses the

collection-processing center ,
and
climate
controlled
book
stacks ,
reserved
exclusively
for
special collections.
The
first
floor has been
upgraded
to
include
some
new
offices
and a few more
computers , but
the most notable addition is
the resurrection
of the Reading
Room.
"Students
haven 't seen the Reading
Room in thirty years , but it 's a

In 1940,
Miller Library
stood at
about half its
current size
and nobody
thought it
would ever
need to
expand.

very special place. Alumni
would come back and have
stories about how they met
their husband or wife in there.
We ' re going to outfit it with all
wooden tables and chairs just
like it was. It 's going to pop, "
Clem Guthro , Library Director , said.
Upstairs , now has an experimental classroom , containing
a full wall touch screen , group
study rooms , the Farnham
Writer 's Center which relocated there from the street.
After phase two of the restoration , the third floor will
contain rooms dedicated to
seniors who are w o r k i n g
on a thesis. However , for
this year, they will simply
be used as additional study
spaces for students.

When asked about the study library, and we make sure that
space that was removed to we have those ones here. Anymake way for other facilities . thing else goes in storage , but
Assistant Director of Customer if either a student or professor
Service and Library Adminis- needed something from there ,
tration Bob Heath said , "We we could easily set up a time
get it. We 're listening intently. and go get it for them. "
We want students and faculty
The
climate-controlled ,
in the building. What 's great
10,000 square foot storage
about
doing
space
allows
the project in
the
library
two pnases is
to
possess
that we can
an additional
listen to the
500 ,000 volneeds of the
umes that they
students
and
wouldn 't have
teachers
and
been able to
fulfill them. "
otherwise.
When talk"The storage
ing about the
space is going
space confineto be a huge
ments of the
asset for us. It
library, Heath
lets us make a
"our
commitment
says,
backs
were
to the book in
up
against
print. For exthe wall. We
The
ample.
just had too
Bangor Theomany
books.
logical SemiOther
librarnary closed reies that were
centl y and we
in our position
were able to
have to go the
take their enroute of distire collection
carding books.
of about 30,000
That was not
volumes. These
something that
books arc great
Clem Guthro
we wanted to
for our some
Library Director
do. In 2001 ,
reli gious prowe made tne
grams and it
change to go
would
have
more of the way of online been a shame to have had to
books , as a way of combatting pass them up, " Guthro said.
our lack of book space."
After the restoration , Heath
When talking about which said , "The renovation awebooks will physically be in some. Now we are like a trithe library, and which will be fecta. We have all the space we
in storage , Heath says, "we could want for books , the elecare committed to having the tronic resources that we started
books that students and fac- to accumulate in 2001 and conulty need to do their work. tinue to do so to this day and
We asked all 35 departments all of Colby 's academic serwhich titles they want in the vices in one location. "

"Students
haven 't seen
the Reading
Room in thirty
years, but it 's
a very special
place. Alumni
would come
back and have
stories about
how they met
their husband
or wife in
there."

StudentsTackleGuatemalan MigrantIssues
By GRACE BALDWIN
FEATURES EDITOR

This past summer , four Colby students traveled to Guatemala in hopes of hel p ing migrant workers reintegrate into
the Guatemalan work force
after being forcibly removed
from the United States.
Javier Montenegro '15 , John
Bengston '15, Joe Long ' 1 5 and
Sam Chase '15 collaborated to
create the project they dubbed
"The Migrant Peacebuildmg
and Reconciliation Project. "
Their effort was funded by the
Davis Project for Peace Foundation , which awarded them a
$10,000 grant.
The College also donated
S2 .300 to the project and the
group was featured in a Ted Talk
at Colb y during the Ted X Conference in the spring of 2013.
"We really came down to the
last dollar , so the money Colby
gave us was instrumental and
invaluable for our programs ,"
Bengston said. Bengston is a
government and global studies
double major with a concentration in Latin America.
Montenegro
is originall y
from Guatemala and founded
the concept for the project after
experiencing first hand the seventy of the migrant issue from
the people around him. The
project 's mission was to tackle
the challenges facing deported
migrants by implementing emp loyment p lacement programs
and hosting educational seminars for the migrants.
Unemployment of migrants
in Guatemala is a major issue , much of which is due to
employment discrimination by
companies. Upon arriving in
Guatemala , the group learned ,
"the problem is very multifaceted and poses many challenges , but we found there is almost
no research on it or reporting, "
Bengston said.
Originally, the group wanted

to help 50 people find employment; however , upon arriving
in Guatemala , the group realized their original goals may
have been unrealistic given the
severity of the issue. According
to Bengston , "The International
Organization for Migration has
spent 5 years and millions of
dollars , and has only been able
to help 43 people obtain employment. So we had to readjust our previous expectations. "
During their time in Guatemala , the group conducted
many interviews with various
people who would supply information regarding the myriad
issues facing the migrants. The
group tried to touch on all sides
of the issue by interviewing
forced returnees , social organization workers, immigration
agents , university students and
even a "coyote ." someone who
leads undocumented Guatemalans to the United States.
They tried to spark conversation about the issue by organizing focus groups and talking on radio shows. "People
were very receptive because
it is such a prominent issue
and it needs more awareness ,"
Bengston said.
At the end of their time in
Guatemala , the group hosted
a job fair. They publicized the
fair by putting ads on the radio and Facebook , by word
of mouth and by handing out
10,000 fliers.
About 150 to 200 people
attended the fair, which had
13 stands hosted by a different business , social organization , training program or governmental organization. "One
of the most popular stations
helped workers create a CV
and resume , and another station helped to produce police
records for the workers since
that is critical when applying
for employment in Guatemala ,"
said Bengston.
The job fair aimed to tackle
the many aspects of the prob-

lem by supplying multiple
means for support. A highlight
for Bengston was that , as a result of the fair, one of the men
received a scholarship to be
trained in computer skills with
the hopes that he would earn a
job working at a call center.
As a culmination of their
time in Guatemala , the group
is in the final stages of comp leting a 30-page report based
on the research , interviews
and surveys they conducted.
Montenegro is currently working to translate the report into
Spanish and the group plans to
post the report on their website soon.
"The first 10 pages give a lot
of background to the issue: immigration policy, economics of
mi gration , why people migrate
and the conditions they face.
The next 20 pages consist of
quantitative surveys and qualitative interviews as well as
statistical and specific reasons
and nuances to the labor and
social discrimination ," Bengston said.
In the upcoming months , the
group also plans to look more
closely at the program , review
their work over the summer,
and determine how they are
going to continue or expand
the program , such as making it
into a official organization.
Overall , the group found
their time in Guatemala to be
a trul y rewarding and successful experience. "1 learned a
lot about myself and the role
of a small start-up organization. Being a Davis grantee
was remarkable; the fact that
an organization could give a
group $10 ,000 for something
that is not guaranteed to be
successful is something that
is so unique to being a youth
in college with a fresh idea ,"
remarked Bengston.
If you would like more information about the project you
can visit their website at www.
migrantpeacebuilding.org.

COURTESY OF JAVIER MONTENEGRO

Montenegro. Long, Bengston and Chase at the Job Fair they hosted this summer for migrant workers in Guatemala

PROFILE: PAT LAMON '17
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First-year Patt Lamon is an international student originallyf rom Tf tailand
By IZZY ZAIDI
Patt Lamon ' 17 is one representative of the 18% of international
students on the Hill; Lamon is a
first year student on campus who is
originally from Thailand.
Lamon first came to the United
States in 2012 for her senior year
of high school. She, along with
40 other Thai students, received a
scholarship from the Thai government to come to the United States
to study
Lamon came to the U.S. to pursue a liberal arts education. "This is
something we cannot do in Thailand. We don 't have this kind of
college. It 's totally different," she
explained. "In Thailand, it 's really
easy to get into college but it 's really hard to graduate. The classes
are really big. I was in a class with
250 students and it's just not okay.
My advisor back then could not
even remember my name. That 's
why I really liked Colby because 1
feel like I can know ev eryone and
everyone can know me."
Lamon received her scholarshi p in the ninth grade. Since her
scholarship lasts for 10 years she
is planning to complete her Ph.D.
in the States before having to return to Thailand.
Lamon 's first year in the United
States was a difficult experience.
She attended a boarding school
in Pennsy lvania. "I went there
alone. It was so scary that I actually cried for a month. I came
back to my room every night and
thought about tomorrow. Ev entuall y, 1 thought everything would
be fine ."
There were forty other students
in the same program as her but the
government decided to separate
them all so they couldn't speak
Thai to each other.
Lamon's English improved after
her one year in the States but she
wants to improve it further for grad
school. She first heard about Colby
in 2012 at a summer program for

Thai students. The teacher 's assistant and Lamon 's group leader is
a graduate and told her about the
college. Though she applied to 10
colleges, Colby was always her top
choice and she was ecstatic when
she was accepted.
So far, Lamon loves Colby. Interestingly enough, the thing that
surprised her most was the dorm
situation . "I thought it would be
one floor for girls and another floor
for boys and I came out and saw
that there was a boy next to my
room What! It 's a new thing. I feel
like a grown up."
Before arriving on campus, she
thought about the cold and was upset to find that Maine was as cold,
if not colder than she thought it
would be. Her biggest fear is that
the cold will kill her.
Lamon has to return to Thailand after her 10 years is up as a
requirement of her program. "I'm
not sure if I want to go back because [ heard of a student who
faced culture shock after being
away for so long."
Lamon went home for the summer and experienced a culture
shock after being in the United
States for only a year.
"I found something that I felt
before. It 's about seniority. You
have to do things for people older
than yuu. If you are in line and if
people older than you come in, you
should let them go ahead. At work,
it 's not about your experience; it 's
about your age. You can get a job
if you're old enough. It 's not about
your education."
Lamon finds this very hard to
think about and wants to help her
country in any way that she can. "I
want to go back and if 1 can I want
to make something better because
I' m using the lax money from Thailand as my scholarship."
In the next four years, Lamon is
planning to learn how to ski. If she
survives her Wl , she wants to minor in English and explore the field
of Psychology. Lamon is excited to
get her liberal arts education.

sor, "Adrian Blevins helped change meet and interact with and learn
my life because I didn't know I want- about new people, which I really aded to be a poet but now I do... I love mire," she said.
- Yaverbaum is currently preparher,"Yaverbaum said
Yaverbaumplans to head straight ing for the State of the College Adto graduate school after Colby. She dress where she and Kim will disspent considerable time studying for close their p lans and ideas for the
the Graduate Record Examinations upcoming year.
Yaverbaum is excited to work
this past summer. In graduate school
she would like to study creative with Kim and appreciates his constant candidness. "He's so interested
writing. "1 love school," she stated.
Yaverbaum is excited to work and willing to meet and interact w ith
with Kim, her co-president, and ap- and learn about new people, which
preciates his constant candidness. I really admire," she snid. Likewise
"He's so interested and willing to Kim spoke highl y of Yaverbaum, '*

she is one of the most organized and
level-headed individuals."
The pair are excitedly preparing
for the Sept. 23 State of the College
Address, where they will detail official SGA policies and plans, as
well as their own goals and ideas
for the upcoming year. Further information about time and place of
the Address will be announced via
campus email. This week, Kim,
Yaverbaum and members of the
SGA Executive Board will begin
holding w eekly office hours to
meet members of the community.
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Lucas is a senior this year on the Hill; he is originally from New York City.

Lucas KHIcoyne '14
Attention
first-year
girls
and senior guys: We'd like to
announce that Colby 's most
eligible
bachelor
is back
from his European escapades
in Prague , Czech Republic.
Standing in at 6'2" and a
chiseled 108 lbs, meet the
only man to make Miss Mary
blush , Mr. Lucas Killcoyne.
Lucas studied abroad last
semester in Prague. After being forcibly removed by the
Czech Republic 's secret service , he is now back in Waterville with a vengeance.
Lucas
is
an American
Studies major and a Cinema
studies minor; not surprisingly he has no idea what
he is doing after graduation.
Lucas hails from New York
City, right in the heart of the
West Village. He attended
Bronx Science High School
and was a Posse Scholar.
Raised on the streets , Lucas
grew up fast. As Lucas made
his way through childhood,
he began to mature physically
far faster than he did mentally.
late
elemenDuring
tary school , Lucas began
to ting le and grow at even
the thought of Charizard,
gummy worms or Arnold's
football shaped head. Don 't
worry ladies, he says he 's
learned to harness the power.

After only dating middle
schoolers throughout the first 17
years of his life, Lucas came to
Colby. Trying to make a lasting
impression with the ladies, Lucas began to grow his legendary
beard. You can still see the four
hairs on his chin today. The ambitious move must have worked,
because later that year, Lucas
set his own personal record
for loving in one night , when
he "open-mouth" kissed a girl.
This polished young scholar
enters his senior year as one
of the most recognizable faces
on campus. He participates in
many of Colby 's extra-curricular activities , including...urn...?
Living in perhaps the most
coveted spot in the Apartments ,
Lucas ' parties are known for
their unique themes such as his
"Mice! Mice! They 're everywhere!" handcuff party and his
"Drone Strikes!" karaoke nights.
For all you Colby singles
looking for the best thirty seconds of your life, give him
a call at (917) 920-5555. If
he doesn 't pick up, it 's after
2 AM; and if you're looking
for any thirty seconds of your
life, try Kevin Smithwood *14
at (603) 555-0158. Remember, it 's doctor-recommended
to stretch at least 25 minutes
before any physical activity.
— Written by Josh Richards
'14 and Ty Steinhauser '14

COURTESY OF MONIOUE KELLY

In Spring of 2013, Kelly hiked and skied down Tucker s Rmine in Maine.
Monique Kelly 14
"Booty, booty, booty, booty,
rockin ' everywhere
I found you Ms. New Booty
Get it together and bring it back
to me "
These lyrics may sound familiar to you, but little did you know
that Monique Kelly (commonly
referred to as Mo) was the muse
for this timeless pop hit. Bubba
Sparxx wasn't the only one to notice her fabulous physique, kicking curves and bangin ' bod. Her
olive skin could top off Cheryl's
best martini, and the way she
wears those pearl earrings make
the best of us go weak in the
knees. Dat ass, 'nuff saidMo can generally be found in
the apartments doing the Bemie,
dropping that thun thun, or pulling
the classic shopping cart. These
moves earned her a spot in the
front row on Colby 's competitive
hip hop crew, where she steals the
stage with... dat ass, 'miff said.
If you like friendly competition, don't play with Mo. She
has the footwork of a goddess,
the hand-eye coordination of an
angel, and the speed of a prong-

horn antelope (the second fastest
land animal, google it). Her sailing skills have been compared to
those of Columbus and Beyonce
(who recently sailed the Amalfi
Coast, FYI). Hard to get and hard
to reach, she lives off campus in a
house recently dubbed The Stoop.
For those interested she lives with
three other beautiful bachelotettes
who are equally endowed (dos
asses, 'nuff said).
To win her heart, you should
not own a dairy farm, one must be
able to quote every F.R.I.E.N.D.Sepisode, one must be comparable
in sample DIY projects, one must
expand on her plethora of costume
attire and one must have... dat ass,
'nuff said.
For those who deem themselves worthy, this is her cellphone number: (516) 880-4465.
In case she doesn't pick up, you
can also reach her roommates at
(802) 279-1815 , (603) 714-8087
and (952) 797-2 149 (eenie meenie
miney MO).
— Written by Martha Mesna '14.
Adele Priestley 14 and Brittney
Ziebell 14

Meet your SGA Presidents:
WayneKim and Cole Yaverbaum
with the goal of developing affordable housing for individuals and
NEWS STAFF
families with limrted incomes. He
enjoyed his position as a grant writer
Cole Yaverbaum ' 14 and Wayne and described his tasks as trials in
Kim * 14 return to Mayflower Hill to "the art of persuasion."
serve as co-presidents of the Student
A program important to Kim is
Government Association (SGA) for Campus Conversations On Race
the 2013-14 term. While they are (CCOR).As a CCOR conversationfaseasoned politicians, both have a di- cilitatorhe leads a group of 8 students
verse number of interests and com- that meet weeklyfor 2 hours to discuss
mitments on campus beyond SGA. issues of and surroundingrace. "It's a
Below, the pair share some of their very interestingway to meetnew peointerests and plans for the future and ple,"Kim said of the program.
details on their Colby experience.
Kim
strongly recommends
S0332, a "community-based eduMore about Wayne Kim:
cational experience explonng the
meaning of philanthropy and the
Kim remembers well his first nature of nonprofit organizations."
contact with a Colby community (Colby.edu). Class members act as
member, a conversation with Parker the board of a granting foundation
Beverage (Director of Admissions and make funding decisions on how
and Financial Aid 1985-2011) at a to use $10,000. Funding for these
college fair the summer before his grants is generouslyprovided by The
senior year in high school in Califor- Learning by Giving Foundation.
nia. "He started talking about what
After Colby, Kim plans to work
Colby offers academically and from
for a year and a half and then take
a personal growth factor and some eight months to backpack with a
of that just got me thinking Colby," couple friends. Planned stops on
what he rightly describes as an, "epic
Kim said.
Kim immediately loved the col- journey" include Australia, Vietnam,
lege and especially the extensive Israel and Sweden.After that he will
orientation programs. After having likely go to graduate school.
such a positive first year experience
Kim praised his co-president as,
at Colby, Kim felt passionate about "one of the most organized and levelbecoming a COOT (Colby Outdoor headed individuals" he has ever met.
Orientation Tnps) leader. He loves He is excited to collaborate with her
being a part of the first years' orienta- and begin to implement their ideas
tion and bonding withfellow orienta- and plans for the upcoming year.
tion leaders.
Kim . a sociology major, spent the
More about Cole Yaverbaum:
summer in his home state of California interning for Clifford and Beers
For Yaverbaum, an Empire State
i ' < using, a non-profit organization native, staying on the East Coast was
By MICHAEL JENKINS

a priority during her college searchShe looked and applied to many
schools in the NESCAC.
"Colby was the best school I got
in to. I can't say that when 1 chose
here I knew I was going to love it but
I have definitely learned to," Yaverbaum said
Yaverbaum spent junior year fall
semester abroad in Argentina. This
past summer she received an internship working in web design for a financial services company.
"I never want to go into that... but I
learneda lot of cool stuff,"Yaverbaum
said of her summer employment
Yaverbaum serves as a COOT
(Colby Outdoor Orientation Trips)
leader for the college. 'That's not
just something in the summer"
Yaverbaum said. "I'm really good
friends with a lot of my [coot babies)." She loves establishing connection with the first year students
and being a part of their early experiences at Colby.
One of the programs at Colby
that Yaverbaum is passionate
about is Colby Cares About Kids
(CCAK). Started by an introductory English class in 2001, CCAK
pairs Colby students with area
youngsters "to promote academic
and social success"(Colby.edu).
Yaverbaum looks forward to her
fourth year as a mentor and especially to being reunited with her mentee, Jose, who recently celebrated his
10th birthday.
For Yaverbaum, an English major,
any creative writing course is a winner. During her time at Colby, she has
been thoroughly impacted by Adnan
Blevins, her favorite English profes-
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Yaverbaum and Kim are both seniors this year and excited to be servingas the SGA presidents for the 2013-2014 year

LETTER FROM THE EDITORS: A NEW CENTURY, A NEW ECHO
Dear Colby,
Great to see you again. A new year has already begun , and we 're so excited to be back. While there are definitel y things about this v ery eventful week on the Hill we could be discussing in our editorial this week , we
wanted to take a moment and talk about us. Last year, this campus was alive
with the po ss ibility of change and progress; revolutionary conversations that
emerged around the Bicentennial. Even from abroad , we recognized the efforts made bv students , faculty, staff and alumni to engage each other in
a dialogue about where we ' ve been , where we are and where we should go.
There 's no doubt that Colby is about to start an exciting new chapter, and as we
mov c into a new century as a College , we feel that the Echo must undergo a similar
transition. Our goal is to embrace the past glory of this paper: one that has produced
count less lournalisi- ,. editors and even a Pulitzer Prize winner; all the while looking
toward the future and the potential it still holds to be a cornerstone of campus life.
For the Echo, this is the year that changes the discourse from "what " to
'wh y " Gone are passive recaps of poorly-attended campus events; here to
stay are insig htful inquiries into the contributions those stories make to your
lite on campus. The students behind clubs and organizations , as well as faculty and staff, will be profiled alongside the events that they help to organize.
We lake our job as leaders of a vehicle for truth and change seriously; "why "
will be ,1 question we ask constantl y, whether its to the Administration, the students or members of the community. Our job is to deliver to you an honest ,
comprehensive , and interesting look at what is going on on Mayflower Hill ,
whether i t s in the President 's Office , The Civil Discourse , or Strider Theater .
And this is where you come in. There are so many things that you can do to
hel p us become an integral part of your life as a student. As we implored the
class of 2017 in their orientation issue: the best thing you can do during their
time at Colb y is get loud and shake the walls around you. It 's never too late
to start. Be opinionated. Be bold. Write an op-cd or write a story for a section
about an area of campus you ' re interested in. Ask the hard questions and look
for the complicated answers. We 're introducing weekly polls to find out what
is reall y on vour minds , from incisive questions about administrative policies
to the more trivial pursuits—follow the link we post and give us your input.
Tweet at us or post on our Eacebook: our journey into Colby 's third centurv is accompanied by a vi gorous adoption of modern media. We aim
to create a news resource that is available to you not just weekly, but 24/7.
Above all. do not be afraid to reach throug h the paper you get each week
and get in touch with the peop le behind the stories you 're reading. An Echo
that monitors the pulse of the campus benefits everyone; as an intimate collective of students , each one of you contributes enormously to that heartbeat.
— Julianna Haubner '14 and Tim Badmington '14
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Why Am I Here? First-Year Perspectives
By Falyaz Islam

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

I arrived on August 27th , among a
swarm of other first-years and parents
trying to get in as much parenting
as they could before releasing their
children into college life. I managed
to gel the furniture in my dorm the
way 1 wanted , but my mother insisted on putting all my clothes and
belong ings where she thought best. I
didn 't fi ght her for a simp le reason;
she would be gone in a couple hours
and then I'd have about four years to
rearrange things the way I wanted.
I' m not really here to talk about
orientation; we all went through it
and we all asked each other those
icebreaker questions. We are all part
of a shared Colby experience now, and
we have the opportunity to get to know
each other much better. 1 just want to
share my thoughts.
College is a scary concept to kids
fresh out of high school. The idea of
being in college isn 't the scary part.
I' m alread y stressed out because I
know college doesn 't last forever. In
four years most of us will be done and
hav e to go out into the world. 1 don 't
think I' m going to feel homesick
while I' m here , because I still feel
nurtured. We have everything taken
care of for us; we just need to prove
that we 're learning while we 're here.
It kind of feels just like home. It may
seem like a long time but four years
really won 't lake long to pass. How
quickly did high school go by? I' m
scared of college because this is our
last chance.

I've adjusted very well to living
here, I' m way more excited than I
am nervous , but there has been one
question burning on my mind. Why
am I here? I' m not asking why I want
to be at college , I fully understand the
idea of a liberal arts education and
want to take advantage fully; I know
that I want me to be here. My confusion comes from wondering why
Colby College wants me to be here.
As we all know, Colby is not exact-

I have yet to meet
a teacher who
doesn 't sincerely
believe Colby
takes in only the
best of the best.

ly an easy school to get into. I have
yet to meet a teacher who doesn 't
sincerely believe Colby takes in only
the best of the best. I don 't feel like
the best of the best . I' ve met mathematical geniuses , computer whizzes , incredible artists and performers , confidant leaders and dedicated
athletes. I' ve met many students who
are smart and responsible and passionate about something they want to
do , while still being very well rounded people. They clearly deserve a
spot in the class of *17. I , however .

am none of those things. I don 't play
sports , I' ve never been part of a
stage production or that good of an
artist. I' ve had no musical training
or been an important part of any high
school club. I' m no upstanding citizen , I didn 't slick out as a promising
international student , and I passed
through high school with marks in
the mid-80s. Why then , out of the
-6000 students who applied to be
here I was chosen to be part of the
-500 best of the best? I don 't know
if I'll ever fi gure it out.
I'd like to think that I' m not the
only one going through a crisis like
this. A lot of us Colby students are
the kind of people who will constantly look at their own worth. Am I
worthy to be a student at Colby College? I' ve become the kind of person
who is ready to ask a stupid question
or make a dumb comment just to get
people talking, and the teachers can
be intimidating a lot of the time. Am
I prepared for the kind of syllabus
that college life asks of me? I will
always wonder what I did to deserve
a place among the best of the best ,
and whether I will really be able to
keep up.
I suppose I'll leave you with something that happened yesterday. 1 had
auditioned for Powder & Wig 's One
Week Musical (under "acting experience" I had written NONE) and later
that day I walked past one of the students who had watched my audition.
She was probabl y referencing my
involvement in the play but 1 interpreted her words generally. In passing
she said:
"I don 't know you yet , but you 're
going to be fantastic."

—'
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Exploring Colby: Observations
By Thomas Thornton
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

Following are some of the thoughts
and observations I' ve had during my
initial experience of Colby College.
The arboretum is under-valued.
Or, maybe , everyone values it; they
just don ' t go there. In my first week
here , I' ve been doing some exploration. From walking down to the amphitheater to scouting out the study
nooks of the libraries , I' ve found
some pretty cool p laces. One of my
favorites is the arboretum. A few
days ago , I spent an afternoon roaming the trails barefoot. Though keeping my feet decently clean proved to
be a challenge , 1 enjoyed the experience entirely. I felt a sense of solitude I hadn 't had since I started living with two other people a week or
so ago. In the arboretum , I was able
to wander mentally as well , thinking
about the typical ideas of a college
student: self identity, life satisfaction , etc. I only saw one other person
when I was there. I feel there should
be more (but not while I' m there; I
like my solitude).
It 's surprisingly hard to tell class
years apart. During orientation I had

it easy; I knew everyone I looked
around at was new to the whole college experience too. We were all firstyears and we were alt pretty nervous ,
but at least we had each other. I knew
an introduction wouldn 't get ignored
because the prospect of more friends
was something (almost) everyone was
open to. Now , though , I' m left trying

No one seems to
know about the
fantastic Pugh
Center spider
community.
to tell everyone apart from each other.
Usually, ( can make out the seniors ,
but , frankly, everyone looks pretty
similar in age. So, I'll apologize
ahead of time for any unwanted introduction I may offer. Though many
are perfectly content with their friend
group currently, I' m still figuring
those things out.
No one seems to know about the
fantastic Pugh Center spider community. Upon entering the room , the

windows directly to the right provide a perfect viewing area. Five or
so spiders of the same species have
spun webs just outside the windows.
Because the Pugh Center 's lights are
on at night insects will fly towards
the lit windows and into the spider 's
webs. Sometimes this happens while
I' m watching, and it 's pretty entertaining; these spiders move fast. As
a disclaimer though , they could migrate , so go soon (and at night)!
Eating with friends in the dining
halls is the nOTm . A friend of mine
even said they skipped a meal because they couldn 't find anyone to go
with them. I , for one , am a solo eater
for the most part. No , I' m not just a
lonely freshman ; there are practical
benefits as well. When I eat alone I
spend a fraction of the time I would if
I ate with friends. It 's efficient , I have
more time for work , and I don 't have
to waste time texting people to p lan
meals. If anyone thinks they 're too
damn busy all the time , eating alone
could be part of the solution.
That 's all I got. I' m sorry if you
already knew about the Pugh Center
spider community, or if you visit the
arboretum twice a day, but for those
of you who read something they
didn 't know, or found something interesting, thank you.

A Call to First-Years Everywhere
JOHN KALIN

Ironicall y enough, at 9:00 PM on Saturday night , I received an e-mail from
Director of Campus Life/absolute boss
Jed Wartman explaining to the COOT
leaders that there had been seven freshmen sent to the hospital so far.
Over-drinking is not cool. But I' m
not here to explain this the way your
parents/ guardian/health class teacher
did. I' m here to explain it logically.
First comes my sympathy. Yes, this
is a big transition. Yes, you are more
independent now. Yes, there are no
parents. This is exciting, scary and
confusing all at once and sometimes
the lines between right and wrong,
good and bad will be blurred significantly. I know this not because I' m
your mother , not because I' m older
than you and not because I' m a social
scientist. I know because 3 years ago I
was in the same situation.
Second comes pressure to be cool.
When meeting new people, many of
whom are older than you, there is a
true pressure to be cool. But let 's step
back and define cool. In their pursuit

of cool , students typically want to fit in
and students want to stand out. Pause
and think about that. Fit in. Stand out.
When we define cool there are contradicting ideologies. So let 's step back
and question :
Did you black out because you were
trying to stand out? Or did you black
out because you were trying to fit in?
In asking these questions to your-

Know why you do
what you do. Even
your mistakes.
Think about and
recognize why
things didn 't go the
way you had hoped.

self , you will get a better understanding of why you ended up in the hospital Saturday morning, which brings
us to the coolest part of being cool:
Being Yourself. Know why you do
what vou do. Even vour mistakes.

Think about and recognize wh y things
didn 't go the way you had hoped.
Consider your autonomy. What decisions could you have made to better
get what you want?
Third comes expediting the process
and getting the most out of your social life. As you ponder these curious
questions , Pm sorry to say that there is
no correct answer. There is no 100%.
There is no A+ . There is no Yes and
always Yes.
But in struggling with these issues,
you learn more about Ihe person you
are. And as you learn who you are, these
blurred lines between good and bad and
right and wrong become clearer and
clearer.
When you 're able to make your decisions on your own without relying
on the pressure of your environment
to sway you one way or another , you
no longer need to be babysat , you no
longer will talk to people about superficial subjects , you will no longer be a
burden to your friends , you will develop connections that arc truly fulfilling,
you will feel comfortable being yourself and you will get more out of your
college experience.
There 's a tremendous opportunity to
learn about yourself in these next four
years. Don 't waste it trying to be someone else.

THE CORRECT BIAS

America's Helping Complex
NICK
MERRILL

I remember hearing strained voices
from the porch; at the age of ten, I'd
learned to recognize conversations which
my parents didn 't want me to overhear.
But I was curious, and as a veteran of the
Appleton Village School geography bee,
I considered myself worldly. So I stepped
out onto the porch, taking in the faces directed my way, and asked what everyone
seemed so worried about.
My dad, who'd always favored taking
a direct approach when I asked about the
affairs of adults, began to explain. George
W. Bush, the president we'd vehemently
opposed in the election two years prior,
was making noise about starting a war
in Iraq. It quickly became clear that my
parents disapproved. Their discontent infected me, and in the following weeks I
argued with my classmates about the validity of a war in Iraq.
Though I had an edge over most of my
peers, I wasn't very well informed. As
the war dragged on for years, my intellect
matured. I still opposed it, but I'd developed better reasons for doing so.
It's probable that America will not
bomb Syria. The prospect of Congressional approval seems dismal, as does
public support. Furthermore, Russia's
proposal to disarm Syria of its chemical
weapons, accepted by Assad on Tuesday,
could prevent military action, though this
would net a major diplomatic coup for
Putin at Obama's expense.
My bias is being tested. I was too young
to vote for Obama in 2008, but I went door
to door for him in New Hampshire(an experience which exposed me to just how weird
people can be). In 2012, I voted for him,
convinced that his detractors were failing to
focus on his positive achievements.
When, in 2002 , a president I'd never
liked had proposed a war, I'd been automatically opposed to it. But now, I don 't
really have any choice but to oppose a
war conceived by a president whom I
generally like.
Iraq and Syria represent very different
situations, though there are some similarities. In 2002, Iraq's strongman had a solid
grip an power. In 2013, Syria's strongman
is barely afloat. Neither country posed a
direct threat to the United States. Both
countries are riddled with sectarian strife.

In either case, intervention had/has the
potential to exacerbate internal problems.
I understand the logic which says that
the use of chemical weapons must be punished so as to prevent regimes from using
them in the future. But the deterrence argument has never held much sway with
me; states with the death penalty aren't
states with low murder rates. In a desperate situation, tyrants will do what they feel
they need to survive, regardless of a precedent for international intervention.
Furthermore, practical concerns must
sometimes trump ideological concerns.
Bush's long-term plan for Iraq was always
riddled with flaws, but his fear-mongering

If countries like
Syria are ever going
to develop humane
governments, they
need to do so on
their own terms
and democracy-trumpeting rhetoric won
hearts and minds. Here, the use of chemical weapons is monstrous and deplorable,
but it seems doubtful that American involvement can bode well in the long term.
Western engagement in the Middle
East is largely responsible for the region 's instability. If countries like Syria
are ever going to develop humane governments , they need to do so on their
own terms, so that systems like democracy and ideas like human rights aren 't
dismissed as mere western impositions.
I'm not ready to forsake Obama yet. I
respect his intelligence, and I still think that
he's one of the best presidentsAmerica has
had in a long time. But in choosing to pursue
intervention in Syria, he's succumbing to the
dangerous temptation not to appear weak.
America doesn 't need to save everybody. It doesn 't need to be the World
Police. It needs to team that no matter
how good it may think its intentions are,
sometimes it 's just not helping. Foreign
intervention hasn't had a great track record since Korea, especially in areas
scarred from prior western incursions.
In these situations, whether in Vietnam,
Iraq, or Syria, America has the tendency
to resemble Lennie from Steinback's Of
Mice and Men", unaware of how to apply its own strength, causing damage and
misery no matter how good it might think
its intentions are.

A Library Without Books
changing the entire library in the process. I have fond memories of studying
and chilling in Miller last year. But visiting the new space, I' m left cold. 1 envy
those freshmen who are too young to
remember the Glory Days.

JACOB
KANDEL

Last year there was a civil discourse
post entitled "MILF" (Miller Intellectual Liberation Front), warning students
about the renovation of Miller Library: a
bulk of the books would be transported
to an off-campus facility allowing for a
larger study area, leaving Miller empty
and lifeless. The majority of us, including myself, laughed at the name and
thought nothing of it. We were dumb
not to listen.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars,
and countless man-hours later, Miller
Library has transformed from a once
boisterous and inviting library to a facade filled with cubicle style desks,
economically sound chairs, and a bathroom that has the smell of Glad Lemmon Pledge. These changes brought
Miller to the 21st century, and I hate it.
You see, libraries are supposed
to have books; it 's in the name. I don 't
know at what point the administration
got so caught up in the hipster trend that
they thought it was cool and ironic not
to have books in Miller, but it happened.
The books of Miller have disappeared .

When I study, I
don 't want to feel
like I'm waiting
for my plane
to arrive.

The first floor is now quiet; it
shouldn 't be. Socializing and procrastinating was what the first floor was
meant for, but after the renovations people don 't talk because the lower ceilings
decrease ambient sound levels and discourage loud conversations while words
are dampened by the new tile which
covers the nonfunctioning ventilation
system. The cubicle desk decreases
student to student interaction and the
smaller windows and the lack of clocks
add to the Vegas casino effect in which
no one quite knows how long they have

been in Miller , what it is like outside, or
what else they could be doing.
The second floor looks aesthetically like the first but what was once
quiet will now be loud. Colonized by
the Writer 's Center and professors' offices, the second floor tries to encourage group work and conversation.
It 's counter intuitive to put this on the
second floor because now those on the
quiet first floor have to hear foot traffic , printers , and noise from the outside
while the newly loud second floor is
comp letely isolated. Additionally there
are no books making it feel like an over
glorified study space and not a library.
When I study, I don't want to feel like
I'm waiting for my plane to arrive.
The third floor looks like the second and the basement is gone. The
overall effect is mundane, depressing
and awful. I don 't know how research
papers will now work when there are
no books to do research with and I
don 't know if Miller will ever become
the place it used to be. It 's strange; for
the first time in my entire Colby career
I am thinking about doing my work in
Bixler or Olin: libraries that haven 't
"sold out ," libraries where students can
wander and discover books without the
help of a windowless van driving between Miller and the off-campus storage facility.

Welcome to your home
away from home away from home.
aJSHKflef i '•¦lifc' r '
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Sure, your dorm room is home at Colby, but you're going
to log some hours with us In the libraries, too. Fortunately,
we've got plenty of space, group study rooms, and centrally
located support services. So welcome to a new school year,
and welcome to the libraries.
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The Colby College Libraries
Bixler • Miller • Olin • Special Collections

Waterville's best kept secret: Welcome 2017
the Franco-AmericanFestival
I LETTER FROM WATERVILLE MAYOR KAREN HECK

By KAREN HECK '74
MAYOR OF WATERVILLE

To all the students just arriving and to those returning, welcome to Waterville!
As someone who first experienced Waterville when I
started at Colby 39 years ago,
I will try to briefly summarize wh y I think it 's a place
you might want to explore !
When I came to Colby there
were a number of stores—no
longer here—that drew us for
a variety of goods and services, along with lots of banks.
Since there were no such
things as ATMs
and credit cards
for students in
the dark ages,
we all
came
down to town
to establish accounts and to
spend our hard
earned summer
and work study
dollars.
While there 's
not much need
for face-to-face
banking today,
there are still lots
of stores, services and activities
here that I hope
vou will take
time to explore
and patronize.
While Waterville is ideally
situated close
to the ocean , the mountains ,
and Portland , there are tremendous c u l t u r a l assets and
recreational venues , and a
safe environment in which
to explore them , less than 5
m i n u t e s away from campus.
Those include:
•Railroad Square Cinema , recognized by the Sundance Institute as one of 12
theaters in the country for
achievement in its Art House
Program and started by Colby classmates of mine.
•A s t u n n i n g l y beautiful
Opera House w i t h an amazing array of local and national programs this year ,
i n c l u d i n g live s t r e a m i n g
from the National Theater
and the Met; music i n c l u d ing The Robert Cray Band
and the Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band; and , performers including Steve Martin.
•30 miles of Kennebec ,
Messalonskee and Quarry
Road trails , many handicap
accessible , for w a l k i n g ,
h i k i n g , biking, s k i i n g and
t u b i n g , and the best snowm a k i n g for Nordic skiing in
the Northeast.
•Restaurants with authentic Mexican , Italian ,
Vietnamese , Chinese and
Japanese food , as well as

seafood , burgers and a variety of types of A m e r i c a n
c u t s i n e , teas , coffees and
smoothies for all budgets.
•Stores that sell food and
crafts made just in Maine ,
clothes — new . renewed and
fabulous vintage — vintage
furniture , beautiful gifts ,
and to revive you after your
explorations of all there is
to experience , authentic
cannoli and Italian treats!
While some students will
undoubtedly and unfortunatel y draw attention to themselves and the College when
they are arrested for underage drinking, my experience
is that there are
hundreds of you
who will use
your time here
making a difference in the
lives of people
living here , especially in the
lives of kids in
town who are in
desperate need
of your caring,
compassion , energy and talent.
Whether it's
through Goldfarb 's
Colby
Cares
About
Kids program ,
Hardy
Girls
Freaky 5K, Waterville
Main
Street 's clean
up days , or any
of many other volunteer opportunities
available , your involvement
hel ps deepen the connections
between Colby and the city
of Waterville.
For those of you who
missed the highli g hts of
Colby 's b i c e n t e n n i a l , Waterville came to Colby 's rescue
a number of times over the
past 200 years and the College 's appreciation of those
actions and our symbiotic
relationship are the reasons
I am such a strong supporter
of both entities.
I hope you will join me in
volunteering, shopp ing, eating, strengthening, and doing all you can to strengthen
those bonds. And , if there are
ways I can participate in activities you are in charge of at
Colby, please let me know. I
would be delighted to attend!
I hope you enjoy your
time in Waterville , and I
hope you will think about
staying here after you graduate...it 's one of the few
places with a great quality
of life, affordable housing
and no extreme weather. If
that 's not enough , you could
get your start in politics with
the great job of mayor, just
like Senator and Secretary of
State , Ed Muskie!

I hope you
enjoy your
time in
Waterville,
and I hope
you will
think about
staying here
after you
graduate.

COURTESY OF MICHAEL JENKINS

Exciting enterainment and live music ensured that the 11th annual Franco-American Festival in Waterville got off to a lively start. The event carried
on despite the threat of heavy rain on Sundav morning, and the feshvites entoyed perfect weather for the performances.

By MICHAEL JENKINS
NEWS STAFF

On Sept. 7 and 8, Waterv i l l e and W i n s l o w , M a i n e
hosted
the
llih
annual
Franco-American
Family F e s t i v a l . Local c i t i z e n s ,
many of French Canadian
descent , came t o g e t h e r to
p a r t a k e in the t o w n - s p o n sored c e l e b r a t i o n of F r a n co-American culture.
A traditional memorial
mass at St . John the Baptist 's
Church in Winslow kicked
off the festival on Saturday
afternoon. The entire service
was delivered in French as
was customary in the area
throug hout the first half of
the 20th century.
F o l l o w i n g the service ,
the St. John K n i g h t s of Col u m b u s Council hosted a
bean supper in the St. John
School cafeteria.
Prominent area FrancoAmerican and 2014 gubernatorial candidate Mike Midland attended both the mass
and supper.

Heavy rain Sunday morning ga\e way to sunshine, all o w i n g the f e s t i v a l to move
o u t s i d e as p l a n n e d . French
m u s i c , food and language
d o m i n a t e d the Head of Falls
area in W a t e r \ i l l e from 12
to 4 p.m. where approxim a t e l y 300 people gathered.
Other a t t r a c t i o n s i n c l u d e d a
classic car show and a Waterville Fire Departmentsponsored
"s m o k e h o u s e "
demonstration.
City C o u n c i l worn an and
lead e v e n t o r g a n i z e r Karen R a n c o u r t - T h o m a s expressed p l e a s u r e w i t h the
t u r n o u t despite the m o r n ing 's poor weather.
"This is a good year , but
we still need more youth ,"
Rancourt-Thomas said of the
attendees. She emp hasized
the importance of sharing
and teaching Franco-American culture to younger generations.
A m o n g the most cherished aspects of the c u l t u r a l
festival is authentic French
Canadian food. Dynamite , a
traditional French Canadian
dish , is a red pepper sp iced
tomato meat sauce doled co-

p iously over a hunk of bread.
Big G's Deli (founded and
owned by Gerald Michaud , a
Franco-American) supplied
the spicy meal.
Another festival hi ghlight
was the Tourtiere pie-baking
contest. The p ie is baked in a
regular crust and may contain
potatoes , pork , beef , onions
or carrots. "Everybody has
their own reci pe and that 's
the best one ," Rhonda Poirier , a first generation Franco-American from Winslow
explained. "The Tourtiere is
the main reason I come every
year," said Tom Munson '70.
This year, Janet LeBlanc won
recognition for her first p lace
pie.
The festival Grand Meniere and Grand Pepere (grandmother and grandfather) are
honorary titles granted each
year to recognize prominent
Franco-American community
members. 11 years ago , Elcee
and Cecile Vi gue became the
first pair to win the coveted
titles. A World War II veteran , Mr. Vi gue spent much of
his life working in downtown
Waterville while Mrs. Vi gue
contributed her time to the

creation of the Museum in
the Street , a self-guided tour
in downtown Waterville that
commemorates 19th century
French Canadian settlement
in the area.
Mrs. Vigue also hel ped
jud ge the Tourtiere baking
contest. "The winner tasted
just like mine ," Vigue said ,
app lauding Poirier 's theory
on Tourtiere p ie.
Bands , including the Blistered Fingers and La Famille
LeBlanc , entertained festival
attendees throughout the afternoon. Selections ranged
from less traditional covers
of Old Crow Medicine Show
tunes to a rousing ultra-traditional rendition of "The Joys
of Quebec."
Thomas-Rancourt was deli ghted with the weekend's
events. Noting the importance of French culture in the
area , she said , "If you 're not
French in Waterville , you 're
married to or are friends
with someone who is. " She
expressed a desire to collaborate with the College on
future celebrations of central
Maine 's prevalent FrancoAmerican culture.
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HGHW guides young girls HermitUpdate
By KYLIE VANBUREN
Created by Professor of
Education Lyn Mikel Brown
and Waterville Mayor Karen
Heck '74, Hardy Girls Healthy
Women has a longstanding relationship with the College.
The group focuses on putting
Brown and others ' research on
girls ' development into practice
and using various methods for
empowering young women.
Many students at the College participate in the program through Girl 's Coalition
Groups. That initiative sends
pairs of College students to elementary and middle schools
where they act as facilitators,
or "muses," to a group of about
ten girls. In any given year,
40-50 Colby students act as
muses to about 20-25 different groups in elementary and
middle schools in the Central
Maine area.
According to Brown , "Colby students work together in
coalition with girls to change
their environments for the better. In schools that are overburdened and under-resourced ,
we offer, for free , a safe space
for girls to have honest , open
conversations with supportive
adults and peers about issues
like girl fighting, sexual harassment, healthy dating relationshi ps , and family stresses;
we offer opportunities to think
criticall y about media , and encourage girls to initiate social
change in their schools and
communities to make them
safer, more welcoming spaces
for all."
Brown and Hardy Girls ' Vice
President of Programs Jackie
Dupont train muses and supervise them throughout the year.
Each muse receives a curriculum , "From Adversaries to Al-
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COURTESV OF BRITTANY REARDON

These colorful joined hands represent an ally activity that the College muses perform with their
girls groups Many of the g irls admire and attempt to emmulate the actions of their student helpers
lies: A Curriculum for Change",
written by Brown and Mary
Madden PhD., which includes
activities and potential social
action project ideas that give the
girls a chance to implement real
changes at their school.
The muses further develop
their skills via check-in meetings with Brown and Dupont
throughout the year, where
they leam how to become better facilitators and mentors to
their groups and techniques for
handing the delicate situations
that may arise.
Current muse Kate Parsons
'15 described the relationship

between muses and their groups
as the most essential part of the
program. "The girls truly look
up to the muses and use us as
a resource. These girls face so
many pressures and receive so
many negative images from media. We give them a safe space
to talk about issues that affect
their everyday actions, feelings,
expectations, and physical appearances," she said.
Brittany Reardon '14 , one
of Hardy Girls' student leaders, also feels that the program
provides girls with an invaluable opportunity to address the
sensitive issues of the world

around them. She said , "The
most powerful moment I had
as a muse was when I worked
with some of the teen mothers
at the Waterville Alternative
High School. One of the girls
said she was so happy to finally have a safe space where her
voice would be heard."
For those interested in becoming involved , the upcoming Volunteer Center Expo
is the best way to learn more
about Hardy Girls. Healthy
Women and becoming a muse
for the Girl 's Coalition groups.
Both female and male students
are encouraged to apply.

"You have
to imagine
what a shock
it must be to
come from
living by
ourself in
the woods
for 27 years
with no
contact with
anyone to be
locked down
in close
quarters
with lots of
people."

The Echo Is online , 24/7:
www.thecolbyecho.com

COURTESY OF BRITTANY REARDON

At each meeting, the girls and their muses perform confidence-building games , ally activities , and discuss important issue * that affect
young people in their daily lives A fuses enjoy seeing the postitive influence they can have in a younger girl s life as she faces challenges

Like us on Facebook (The Colby Echo)
and follow us on
Twitter (@thecolbyecho)

Restaurant Review: Dine in style at Mirakuya
naje—a—gBBBBBBj——r—™,. ,„ .

By TANYA KUREISH1
NEWS STAFF

On one rainy Wednesday
evening, I decided that neither Bobs , Foss nor Dana
could appease my appetite
for the ni ght . As a college
freshman hailing from Singapore , I had eaten all the
pizza, burgers and pasta I
could bear , and it was time
for some good , old-fashioned
chicken , rice and soy sauce.
Fortunatel y, 1 found myself
at Mirakuya within ten minutes. Situated in the heart of
Waterville , this Japanese restaurant transported me away
from rural Maine My friends
and I admired the colorful
Japanese decor as three animated waiters greeted us and
beckoned us to a table already
seating two elderl y women.
Suddenl y, the seven of us
(my four friends and our two
newfound dinner dates) were
chatting and laughing at the
eldest woman 's banter with

the waiter.
Already p leased with the
ambiance, we were deli ghted
to discover that we had ordered the best dishes in the
restaurant: hibachi , which is
any type of meat cooked in
a delicious juicy sauce and
served with egg-fried rice
and vegetables , and chicken
teriyaki. The beef was tender
and flavor-packed , but the
egg-fried rice was , without
a doubt , my favorite. I was
t h r i l l e d w i t h our decision
to order an extra serving to
bring back to campus even if
1 lost a few friendships over
the last spoonfuls.
The most u n i q u e aspect of
d i n i n g at M i r a k u y a is becoming involved in the food preparation process.
Mirakuya
chefs prepare the entire meal
at your table w h i l e you bask
in the warmth of the grill and
observe all the action. Forget dinner and a m o v i e — M i rakuya is a meal and a show
in one stop. Throughout the
ni ght , my friends and I were

coaxed into catching small
pieces of food , sugar water
and , for those who were of
age. saki in our mouths.
Saki seemed to be a personal favorite of our newfound
dining
companions—imagine what their grandchildren
would think!
Located at 150 Kenned y
Memorial Drive JFK Plaza in
Waterville , Mirakuya is just a
short drive from campus and
well worth the tri p. Its hours
are I I a.m. to 10 p.m. on
Monday through Thursday,
11 a.m. to 11 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday, and 12 p.m. to
10 p.m. on Sunday.
W h e t h e r you frequent the
r e s t a u r a n t already or are
new to its charms , I w o u l d
prescribe a tri p to M i r a k u y a
to treat your next case of
d i n i n g hall blues.
There ,
you 'll encounter a rest a u r a n t that is reasonabl y
priced , up beat and , according to J a m a n a H a s h i m ' 1 5 ,
an "engaging, e n t e r t a i n i n g
and d e l i c i o u s experience. "

.
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COURTESY OF TANYA KUREISHI

Maire Bebear 15. Jumana Hashim 15 Lisa Fujltake 17 and Tanya Kureishi 17 enjoy laughs and
delicious Japanese f o o d at Mirakuya in downtown Waterville They cannot wait to return soon.

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

"Monitoring 'Bad' Language"

I

Olin 1

I

4 p.m.

1

IL

Diamond 130

I

W Tennis vs Thomas

1

Fields/Alfond/ Wales Tennis Courts

I

1p.m.

I

W Tennis vs Simmons

¦

Fields/Alfond/Wales Tennis Courts

I

SUNDAY

Museum Opening for Students and Fac- L
ulty
I
Colby College Museum of Art
I

Lovejoy 318
8 p.m.

Olin Library

|
1
I

Cotter Union
5:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

|
I

I

Diamond 341
4 p.m.

Wellness Seminar
Respect This: Safer, Saner Sex in College
with Cindy Pierce

MONDAY

9:30 a.m.

Creative Writing Welcome Party

Seminar Laura Grant

Chinese Tutorials
[

TUESDAY

12 p.m.

6 p.m.

Greenhouse Plant Sale

I

Art Museum

Mary Low Coffeehouse

FRIDAY

I

Noontime Art Talk

Milk and Cookies

1

6-p.m - 9 p.m

|

Lovejoy 100

8 p.m.

Pj
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CCAK Film Viewing

Alternate Spring Break Information

Pugh Center

Psychology Colloquium

|

8 p.m.

Blood Drive

I
¦

Roberts 312
3 p.m.

Page Commons Room
12 p.m.

Entrepreneurial Alliance Orientation &
Kick-Off

Finance and Consulting Readiness
Lovejoy 213

Lovejoy 205
4 p.m.

2013 Oak Fellow Lecture: The Plight of
Myanmar 's Rohingya People
Maung Maung Than & Mya Nandar Aung
Diamond 122
7 p.m.

1 p.m.
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What is the most important issue
Colby faces?
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support , and community considerations.
"Based on a voluntary poll of students and
community members with 219 responses.

JONAS '
SPECIALS
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
AND DEBIT CARDS!!!
Redbull Zero
16 0z cans $3.99 or 2/or $3
Shipyard Applehead
12 packs for $8.99
Timberwood Wines
1.5 litres $7.99
Don't forget to bring us your returnables!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers in
Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

STUDENTS IN THE STREET

What's your favorite part about being back at Colby?
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"COOT"
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- Vera Zhou '16
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"Being in class and NOT at work."
- Laura Rosenthal '15
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"Meeting freshman girls.''
- Jack McCeachie '17

Wait , What?
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"Rasp berry cheese bare."
- Olivia Biagetti '14

Weird News From Around theWorld
Jundiai , Brazil

www.odditycentral.com

Everyone likes their pets , but Apa recido Castaldo loves
his. The retired stone cutter has decided to marry his
pet goat Carmella after reportedly falling in love with
her two years ago. Castaldo strongly desires to make
his marriage official in a churc h, but because no minister will agree to perform the ceremony, Castaldo has
made arra ngements with his close friend and famed
Satanist Toninho do Diabo to carry out the marriage at
the Devil's Churc h in Sao Paolo. When asked, Toninho
stated that his churc h would be tolera nt of the union.
Castaldo, whose seven children have already accepted Carmella as their new stepmother, claims to have
no intentions of consummating the marriage . The 74
year-old widower merely wishes to have a companion
to share the rest of his life with, and has absolutely no
complaints with Carmella. The wedding is scheduled
for October 13th.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Are Critics Still Relevant?:An Explorationin Generational Gaps

Reassessing the
way we think
about him critics
By DAVID DINICOLA
A&E EDITOR

& CLINT HENRY ROSS
NEWS STAFF

l o r the avtd filmgoer, the
summer tends to be a season
tilled with movies that boast
\ isual stimulation and exorbitant bud gets Since shock
and awe can prove a powerfu l
and lucrative method of filmmaking , the storylines of these
blockbusters arc often forced
to take a back scat
f i l m as a medium has been
around since its emergence in
the hue nineteenth centurj and is
a unique art form due to the rapid pace of technological change
that is in constant flux. From the
first talkies to the introduction
of advanced techniques—-most
computer-generated
notablj
imagery, or CGI—we have also
seen a drastic shift in the types
of films that gross the highest profit. Before companies
had the ability to use sound in
their productions, physieality
and melodrama were key to ad\ancing the plot and garnering
audiences As sound was introduced, movies began to better
resemble live stage with few
sets and more simplistic, centralized plot lines.
To keep audiences interested , many silent film actors exploited physieality as means for
expression . Comedic geniuses
like Buster Keaton and Charlie
Chap lin had to have had more
than a few bruises from elaborate
stunts they pulled just to keep the
material fresh , and many of the
comedians of this era had to be
keen social critics and market
analysts As sound became a
possibility, elaborate show s were
staged to create worlds that appealed to yet another sense.
Like
many
playwrights.
screenwriters
and directors
alike were once primarily occupied with barkening back to
the past . While futuristic stories
have always been a stap le of the
film industry, and we haven 't
completel y given up on retelling history, you are infinitel y
more likely to see trailers about
Armageddon than Maximilien
Robespierre; however , that may
be due to the fact that zombies
are going to gross a few more
bucks than the Jacobins.
Throughout human history ,
people have gone to the theater

for entertainment and a temporary release from their everyday
life. With the advent of film , the
ability to introduce large-scale
visual reproductions of such
fantasies has led to an equallv
significant shift in the audiences
who follow the industry.
This raises an interesting
dilemma Just as the movies '
subject matter and the audiences watching these films have
changed, so has the art of critiquing those films. Recently.
there has been a tendency to discredit anything with a big budget , bombs , or blood . But this
issue forces us to ask a question we ' ve just spent four paragraphs evading: why should we
listen to paid film critics?
It may seem harsh , but realt y, what qualifications do they
have to tell you what movies
you should and should not see'*
Speaking as tw o self-proclaimed
critics , one of whom is paid a
small stipend out of the school's
endowment, we have literally
done nothing else but watched
movies and educated ourselves
about the industry. Throug h all
of this, however, we ' ve learned
not to give movies A or B (or
F) ratings, but to employ what
David calls "the next day princi pal. " Did you enjoy it? Would

you recommend it? (or would
you want your 14 bucks back —
not counting the other 11 for
Sour Patch Kids and popcorn)
And most importantly, did it
leave you thinking the next day''
Following this principal, two
recent summer films and their
critical reaction highlighted a
serious discrepancy between the
reviews of the critics and that of
the viewer.
On a bustling Saturday evening during COOT training ,
we decided to venture past the
senior apartments and over to
Flagship Cinemas , where we
enjoyed a double m o v i e night.
While David purchased his
beloved Cookie Dough Bites
and a large Diet Moxie. Clint
bought two tickets to the 7 * o
clock show ing of Kick Ass 2.
The film is clearly meant to
shock audiences , with constant
violence and vulgarity- - in
fact, we can 't even print a few
of the character 's names It unfailing ly and openly toys with
social norms (gender , class,
religion, sexuality), w h i l e also
bashing the audience over the
head with darkness.
In the film, a sequel to Kick
Ass (and one that was not missing the prolific presence of Nicholas Cage), we are introduced to

an eclectic group of superheroes
that represent people who have
either been outcast by society,
been pigeonholed, faced serious
trauma, or just plain want to do
good. By the end, this leads to
a string of scenes that are gri tty,
emotional , and leave you with
more faith in humanity than you
had during the trailers.
The filmmakers masterfully
balanced the darkness with
tongue-in-cheek humor, innuendo, metaphysics , satire,
and even slapstick. Buster Keaton himself would have been
proud. Maybe a little disgusted, but proud.
While there were some narrative SNAFUs in a forced tween
storyline for Hit Girl (played
by Chloe Grace Moretz), this
was not some back-alley Tim
Burton Batman. Tertiary characters were grounded (not just
mov ing props), and the satirists
knew their material so well that
this world was both incredibly
desirable in its fantasy and comp letel y repulsive in its realism .
True literary dichotomies are
pretty rare for summer films, so
the entire team—superheroes or
not—deserves a pat on the back.
Conversely, one creative
team that deserves a kick in the
[butt] (the censors love us) is

the British duo of Simon Pegg
and Edgar Wright (Nick Frost 's
invited too). Their film , The
World s End, employs some
science fiction-type material as
well , but it 's angsty and artsy
(and foreign), so we hold it at a
higher standard that that superhero erap. Or, at least we would
if we were the 88 percent of critics on Fandango who walked
into a limited re-showing of
Citizen Kane and mixed up the
two films.
The whole movie is just as
disappointing as it is played
out. It 's exhaustingl y slow,
and the humor is so dry that
the British production company doesn 't even serve as a
reasonable excuse for all the
jokes and stunts that fell horribl y flat. Any time there might
have been action , they pushed
on with the plot in such a dizzying manner that we can 't really summarize this movie as
a pub crawl buddy comedy or
an mid-life crisis mixed with
Stepford and Terminator.
The end was not only poorl y
conceived , but wound up being
more anticlimactic than if the
whole plot was a dream—which
is what we were expecting after the convoluted mess of skits
thrown together. Not for one

msm
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Kick Ass 2 f e a t u r e s superhcroes and villains with realistic hackstories in addition to a nuanced look at the genre.

moment did either of us sympathize with any of the characters
or even really get a sense of who
they were, and after about ten
minutes, it was clear that many
of the actors were horribly miscast. The focus was unclear, and
at times, so dizzying and monotonous that it not only trivialized, but also wasted our youth.
Bottom line: nothing is better
than when the baby boomers
were in high school. Nothing.
It was the first and only film
we've both considered walking
out of.
Sociologists often agree that
there is no greater generational
disconnect than that between
Baby Boomers and their children. This sad truth is reflected
in the discrepancy between one
post-modernist superhero flick
and the mid-life crisis pubcrawl that was apparently worth
an 88 percent on Fandango and
a 90 percent on the aggregator
Rotten Tomatoes. Meanwhile,
critics panned Kick Ass.
It 's just as important to know
the critics as it is to read what
they 're saying. It would be ethnocentric (or rather generationally-biased) and somewhat hypocritical of us, to say that just
because most 20-somethings
would probably hate this film,
but the fact that a movie more
representative of our generation is universally panned. It 's
also pretty jarring to see a film
that inspires more yawns and
eye-rolls than laughs gets three
thumbs up, and this dichotomy
ultimately signals a disconcerting disconnect between tastes
and expectations.
We wouldn 't be so angry
about the film had it not been
clearl y marketed to our generation. You have failed us,
Don Draper , and like all our
authority figures, we do not
trust you anymore.
So yeah , Holl ywood lies.
Nothing new. But these sites
present reviews from critics
that we have trusted, and this
dissolves a good deal of trust.
Who are these 100 critics?
Does
RogersMovi eWorld,
com hold as much stock in our
national artistic scene as Roger Ebert? Not to be stereotypical Gen Y-ers, but why do
we trust these sites? This is
our money, and our time here ,
and I don 't want Roger, who
runs an adult movie store out
of his mother 's basement , to
be telling me some anarchist
British crap is the best film
of 2013. We 'll take our suit ,
we'll take my CGI , and most
of all , we 'll take a whopping
can of Kick Ass .

Coulter returns to campus with new vision and recharged passions
By BROOKE FAIRBANKS
NEWS STAFF

From digging through archives to attending classes to
international
presentations.
Assistant Professor of Theater and Dance Todd Coulter got fresh insig ht into the
student 's mindset during his
sabbatical in New York City.
T h o u g h his mam focus was
studying at the Paul Taylor
Dance
Company.
Professor Coulter did not spend alt
his days huddled over books
like a scene out of the second
floor of Miller. Instead he
used the liberal aris approach ,
exposing himself to e v e r y
new
experience
possible
Coulter took classes at the
Tay lor school and studied a
variety of performance styles
such as "clowning w i t h Spy
Monkey of the UK. pop action with Strcb. and moment
work with the Tectonic Theater Project. " As he studied
the famed dancer and choreographer Paul Taylor . Coulter
was warming up for his own
next big performance, a reappearance of the same piece he

the I leadlong Dance Theater
of Philadel phia. A review of
their first 201 1 performance of
this piece . Avalanche is available in the New York Times
archives—Professor
Coulter
will be performing once again
in this production later this
month at Connecticut College
Thoug h it seems Coulter was
already busy enoug h in New
York City, he managed to present at conferences in Paris . Toronto. Stanford , and Orlando
as well, covering topics "from
music and choreography to the
economy of erotics. " In fact , he
has an article covering some of
these subjects—with reference
to Paul Taylor—coming out
soon in Dance Chronicle During his exciting year. Professor
Coulter did not forget about Colby He actually even performed
while he was on sabbatical
with the Colby Chorale. Liddin g
his cello to Faure 's Requiem.
Professor Coulter and the
Theatre & Dance department
are preparing for Powder and
Wig 's next piece. The Rocky
Horror Show Before that , how ever, comes the excitement
ol Professor Lynne Conner 's
Runnals XXX. a performance
piece featuring censored works

sor Coulter puts it. "should
prove to be an innovative and
engag ing evening in Runnals. "
Coulter acknowled ged that
one of the benefits of a liberal
arts education like that prov ided
by Colby is a strong student-professor collaboration. Professor
Coulter has worked with many
students , including Luke Martin who . Coulter believes , "is
an
incredible student
[who] like
many Colby
students,
ep i t o m i z e s
the
libera l
arts elhos. "
In Coullast
ter ' s
p r od u e lion at the
Co] l e g e .
I he
Long
Christmas
Hide
Home.
by
Paula
Vogel . Martin
c om posed
orig inal
music
for
the performance and
received

from the Kennedy Center
American
Theater
Festival (Reg ion I) for his work.
Despite all the stimulating work and artistic freedom
Coulter experienced over the
pasf year, he is happy to be
back at the College. In regards
to his time off-campus, Coulter recognized that he did miss
teaching: "Being away from the

classroom was far more upsetting than I expected. I really
missed working with the students. In many ways, my sabbatical allowed me to be a student again which let me reflect
on how to be a better teacher."
With gratitude for his experiences in the past year,
Coulter brings back fresh
knowledge and passion to

share with his students. "In
our department we are constantly asking our students
to take risks—emotionally,
p hysically and intellectually.
It is through experimentation and risk that we can find
new answers. My year away
from campus has allowed me
to bring this same sense of
risk back into my own work."

Martin makes music magic Powder & Wig does the "Time Warp"

jazz and more conventional through scheduled , repetipiano. Jazz has been viewed tive actions.
By SARAH BO LAND
as a form of art that encour"My p iece will be a 'sonic
NEWS STAFF
ages i n d i v i d u a l i t y through diary ' reacting to momentary
& AREEB MAHAMADI
both its historical past and thoug hts or passions , Martin
NEWS STAFF
As both an English and
its rh y t h m i c quality. M a r t i n
said. "It will mix planned
music double major , Luke also begins with the for- material with improvisation ,
On Friday the 13th and
Martin ' 14 has spent the last mulaic 12 bar blues form , reverie , and battles with and
Saturday the 14th of Septemthree years exploring sound , and slowl y breaks it down embraces of the work of ber Powder and Wig, the stuverse and the principles of t h r o u g hout the piece , thus other composers." The proj- dent theater group, will presstructure. Throughout his representing the collapse of ect will be interdisci p linary, ent their a n n u a l musical , the
time at the College , Martin
a classic jazz Convention.
p u l l i n g from both his Engfamous Rocky Horror Show .
has shifted his musical focus
The p iano , on the other lish and music majors. For
Powder and Wig is one of
from jazz to the relatively
hand , represents the per- examp le , the novel The Un- the older clubs on campus
distinctive sounds of orches- ceived societal conventions. namable , w r i t t e n by Samuel
w i t h one of the more innotra and experimental compo- "The Henry Cowell-like tone Beckett , served as inspiravative names. Whether this
sition. As Martin begins his cluster hits are done with tion , as well as Proust 's name was chosen simply for
senior year, he reflects on the a block of wood, literall y m u l t i - v o l u m e novel Rememits eye catching nature or to
impressive musical achieve- representing the wall of so- brance of Things.
denote the tools of the trade
ments he has done through ciety, " Martin said. "These
's
Martin
studies have en- of theater remains a mystery.
his studies and his extracur- unified hits act as a deterrent abled him to exp lore music What is not a mystery, howricular , as well as the steps he to the creative progress and
from countless angles , and
ever, is that this club prides
hopes to take after graduation. expression of the solo clan- now Martin eagerly begins itself on its philosop h y of opAfter his sophomore year . net and the band as a whole." to plan for his life. Martin
portunity, w h i c h it puts at the
Martin began considering Finall y, Martin created a hopes to attend graduate
forefront of each production.
that his passion for music comp lex system in which he school in music composiAs with all of its shows ,
could inspire a professional paired pitch frequency to let- tion. His goal is to become anyone who auditioned for
career. That year, Martin
ters in the alphabet. Using a composer of sound art and the Rocky Horror Show recomposed a score for the this system , Martin spells out other genres , such as jazz.
ceived some role in the
Department of Theater and phrases of his poem through Eventuall y, Martin could see show 's production. Another
Dance 's production The Long musical notes.
h i m s e l f t e a c h i n g students at quality the c l u b champions
Christinas Ride Home. The
As another experience , school s i m i l a r to Colby. In
is diversity of skill. Presiiece
won
Martin
the
hi
M
a
r
t
i
n
collaborated
with
p
ghly
a d d i t i o n to going to gradu- dent Joshua Rothenberg '14
respected Kennedy Center Washington State University ate school , M a r t i n hopes to stated that each member of
Award for Outstanding Ori g- professor Nickolus Meisel bring his art abroad.
the six member board is curinal Music, and the award— last year in a joint project
One aspect of Martin 's rently involved in producwhich came as a pleasant working with space and lim- inspiration that continues tion from acting and directsurprise to Martin—insp ired
inality. Martin composed a to endure is his fascination
ing to costume desi gn and
the young musician to further sound installation reflecting with space and sp irituality.
set building; however, pospursue composing.
upon the Lower Program- In keeping with this ethereal
sibly the greatest virtue of
As his next bi g foray into ming (LoPo) space at Colby. theme , he hopes to travel to
Powder & Wig is that it facomposing, Martin created Martin exp lored the con- some of the Indian monas- cilitates the process of intea Bi g Band Jazz and Poetry cept of l i m i n a l space—for teries , Buddhist temples in gration into the community.
Piece called A Black Flower. example , the space under a Indonesia , zen gardens in "It forces you to get to know
The piece began as a three- doorframe that is not in one Japan , and Stonehenge in people on so many different
minute poem and led into a room or the other . Profes- the United Kingdom . "My levels and come to respect
bi g band performance. The sor Meisel then interpreted goal is to hybridize my mu- them all the same ," said Secpoem reflects upon sociall y Martin 's work and the LoPo sical language and cultural
retary Brendon Leonard '16.
constructed conventions and space , and created a sculp- awareness by shifting away
Publicity
Chair Jordan
the need to break through ture as a reaction.
from the normal and toward Lorenz '15 recounted some
societal molds. In describIn his final year at Colby, the 'weird' to locate myself of the c l u b ' s most memoing the work . Martin said , "it Martin hopes to compose a in a m i d d l e zone of partial
rable recent shows , rang ing
deals with the dichotomies piece that exp lores the in- assimilation into each new from the classic Romeo and
present in our everyday life , t e r t w i n i n g concepts of mu- culture , w h i l e understandin g Juliet , to his personal favorbased on the paradoxical im- sic , time , and memory. He it is impossible to comp leteage of a black flower—which p lans to work with Professor ly sever ties with my own
is only so because of our cul- Steven Nuss in represent- personal history. "
tural associations with flow- ing the dichotomy between
With M a r t i n 's project apers and the color black. "
linear and non-linear, as proved on Sept. 10. the seThe musical portion of well as narrative and non- nior should be free to purBy GENEVIEVE LISTONthe piece reinforces the
narrative. Martin explained sue his goals , both musical
OAKDEN
ori ginal message using both that we tend to live our lives and otherwise.
NEWS STAFF
By CHRISTY ADLER
& LINDSAY FRETER
NEWS STAFF

ite. Reasons to Be Pretty by
Neal LaBute. In an effort to
vary the way in which they
present their productions.
Powder & Wig has staged
plays in Lorimer Chapel,
w h i l e others have been presented in the Mary Low
Coffeehouse and even on
the steps of M i l l e r Library
One of their many inter-

esting events is the "One
Act " program, in w h i c h a
series of one act plays arc
put on b y aspiring directors
at various locations across
campus; the club r e g u l a r l y
receives a great response
from the Colby c o m m u n i t y .
As Lorenz explained . "This
is a campus that likes theater , even if they ' re not necessarily i n v o l v e d in theater. "
So how is it possible to
put on an entire production in a week? Before auditions begin , a lot of work
already begins for leaders
of Powder and Wi g. All in
advance , a show is carefully chosen; rig hts to the
show are acquired; and a
tech team is rounded up. As
Lorenz stated , it is a lot of
"quick t h i n k i n g " for director C h r i s t i n e Kashian '14.
So wh y Rocky Horror '?
Powder and Wi g has a history with this kook y show-

five years ago. it served as
their very first one-week m u sical. So. in sense, this production is s o m e w h a t iconic
for the members of the club.
According to Kashian , the
deciding factor for selecting
Rocky Horror was u l t i m a t e l y
the a v a i l a b i l i t y of the show 's
rig hts , but this decision also
provided the o p p o r t u n i t y for
a new generation of Colby
students to take part in the
Rocky Horror legacy. With
all of its nuance, the show
is just as h i l a r i o u s as it is
e x p e r i m e n t a l . As Kashian
said , "We are definitely going to encourage audience
p a r t i c i p a t i o n and we want
this to be a uni que experience for everyone involved. "
The w e l c o m i n g environment and o p p o r t u n i t i e s that
encompass Powder and Wig
is what makes this group so
special. Though p u t t i n g on a
show in week may sound int i m i d a t i n g to some freshman.
it is a great opportunity for
new s t u d e n t s to get t h e i r feet
wet in the Colby theater comm u n i t y . As R o t h e n b e r g said ,
this one week show "gives
i n c o m i n g students a chance
to spend a week w i t h the theater c o m m u n i t y . . . it allows
students to interact w i t h the
community in some form. "
Tickets w i l l be a v a i l a b l e
for purchase b e g i n n i n g on
Monday at 10 a.m. in Pulver P a v i l i o n . They will be
sold every day from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. and also sold at
the door. Keep an eye out
for u p c o m i n g a u d i t i o n s for
their fall show . The Miser.
Last but not least , don ' t forget to come support P & W
on Friday and Saturday to
see their ever so frightening—but f u n — p e r f o r m a n c e
of the Rocky Horror S h o w]

cinemas in 25 countries—including the Opera House in
Waterville. Maine.
Tyler Richardson, the technical director for the Opera House explained that
by bring ing the show to this
venue they hoped to "enhance
the quality of life in Waterville through the arts. " He
added that he was personall y
"shocked b y the quality of
these shows and just by the
opportunity; Helen Mirren
was live doing this show and
now we get to share in that. "
N a t i o n a l Theatre L i v e is an
i n n o v a t i v e project launched
by the National Theatre in
June 2009. It broadcasts
the "best of British theatre "
live from the London stage
to over 1.5 m i l l i o n peop le
in venues around the world.
Each live broadcast is filmed
in front of a present audience by a number of cameras
c a r e f u l l y situated around the
theatre to ensure the best
possible q u a l i t y and view of
the production (p icture the
royal box with a pair of reall y, reall y good binoculars)
The further use of satellites allows a number of cinemas in the UK . as well as
venues t h r o u g h o u t Europe ,
to broadcast the performanc-

es as they u n f o l d w i t h o u t delay. Other venues across the
globe may watch the broadcasts 'as live ' depending on
their time zone , or subsequently in the future.
The screening of a London West End show inspires
the audience to interact in a
more m e a n i n g ful way. It ' s
not purel y c i n e m a . It is provides a d i f f e r e n t perspective
and a live stage form of ent e r t a i n m e n t . The theatre is
a magical m e d i u m that inspires your i m a g i n a t i o n and
makes ideas come alive.
This is the first of many
N a t i o n a l Theatre Live productions to be put on in the
Waterville
Opera
House.
Othello w i l l be broadcast
on the 29th of September .
followed by productions of
Macbeth. F r a n k e n s t e i n (featuring Jonny Lee Miller and
Benedict C u m b e r b a t c h ) and
H a m l e t , as w e l l as a number of Live from The Met
opera performances c o m i n g
up t h i s w i n t e r . For those students on the h i l l w h o love
theatre, are interested in history, or w o u l d s i m p l y enjoy
a Sunday afternoon out . a
visit to the Opera House is
an experience that is not to
be missed.

"This is a
campus that
loves theater, even if
they ' re not
necessarily
involved in
theater. "

TheAudiencecomestoWaterville

ALICE ANAMOSA/TKE COLBV ECHO

M a r t i n c o m p o s e s m u s i c on a B i x l e r p i a n o d u r i n g s o m e of his l i m i t e d f r e e t i m e .

2013 Off-Campus Study Photo Contest
Did you study or do work abroad during the 2012-2013 academic year?
If so, you are encouragedto submit up to two of your favorite photos
following the rules posted on the Off-CampusStudy webpage:
http://www.colby.edu/academics_cs/ocs/students/photo-contest.cfm
(or follow the link posted in the general announcements).
What a great way to reflect on and share your experience with the Colby community!
The categories this year are:
Category 1: Landscapes & Streetscapes
Category 2: Portraits
Category3: People & Society
Category 4: What You See & What You Get
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: Sunday, September 29, 2013, no later than midnight.
Contact the Office of Off-Campus Study (x4S00 or smforbes@colby.edu) for further details.

From Winston Churchill
to David Cameron , each
B r i t i s h Prime Minister who
has passed throug h the "revolving door " of electoral
politics has had a weekl y
audience with her majesty.
Queen Elizabeth 11. Inside
Buckingham Palace , these
encounters have influenced
some of the most significant
events in the history of the
United Kingdom , yet both
parties are bound b y one unspoken rule: they are never
to repeat what is said. Helen
Mirren , once again , assumes
her academy award-nominated role in The A u d i e n c e , a
play that imagines a number
of these private encounters
between the Downing Street
occupants and their Queen.
While politicians in Great
Britain 's highest office change
constantl y. Queen Elizabeth
II has remained a constant
and reliable presence in British life for more than half of
the last century. Helen Mirren stated that she believed
the p lay to be about "what
power means and how people
handle it. Not the Queen , incidentall y, because she is
comparatively powerless. But
how her power is held in the
hands of these men—and one
woman—and the effect that
has on their personalities and
their psyche. "
Written b y Peter Morgan ,
who wrote The Queen (also
starring Mirren) and directed
by Academy Award-nominated director Stephen Daldry. The Audience questions
the relevance of the monarchy in our modern society,
while simultaneously
rem i n d i n g us of the historical
and emotional s i g n i f i c a n c e
of the age-old t r a d i t i o n of
the British Royal Famil y
This p lay was first performed in February of this
year in the Giel gud Theatre
in London. It has since been
broadcast b y the N a t i o n a l
Theatre Live to over 700

TtLEGRWHCOUK

Helen M i r r c n s t a r s in Peter Morgan 's T h e A u d i e n c e

Women's and men 's rugby XC faces Bates
forced to forfeit season opener

men's team, longtime coach Jared
Beers is leaving the door open for
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDfTOR
his established runners to assert
themselves and lead their team to
Strong showings by the youthful run- what looks to be a potentially very
nersof die men's and women's teams rewarding fall season.
In the upperclassmen race, Colby
on Saturday opened what looks to be
a promising season for Colby Cross juniors Jeff Hale, Ben Lester and
Country. The two squads traveled to Charlie Coffrnan took the top three
Pineland Farms near Lewistonthis past spots for their team, but only Hale
weekend to kick off their seasons with cracked the race's best five, with a
the Bates College-hostedWave Races. third place finish. The younger look
The cornpetition did not count for in Colby's upperclassmen times is
much more than bragging rights, but due to the nature of the returning
spoke volumes about the rising qual- runners. "The senior class is more
ity of the runners representingMay- mid-distance guys," Hale remarked;
flower Hill. In both the men's and the cross country can be something of a
women's divisions, the raceswere split training ground for indoor track in
into underclassmenand upperclassmen that way.
competitions,with aggregatepoints deColby's first-years, however, took
termining the winner betweenthe two charge of the underclassmen race.
schools. The runs were shorter than Sweeping the top three spots, firstregularseasonraceswill be as the year years David Chelimo, Silas Eastgoes on, but the both schools nonethe- man and Griffin Gagnon loudly
less entered their top runnersas well as announced the strength of the new
their new runners.
Colby class, although sophomores
Sophomore Alarma McDonough earned three more of the top nine
took first place in the women's un- spots. Coffrnan and Hale were quick
derclassmen race with teammate and to note that Chelimo, having taken
classmate Emma Wood coming in first place in the race, is undefeated in
third. Quick times in second, fourth, his lifetime; the Wave Races tournaand fifth place finishes for the Bob- ment was his first ever cross country
cats sealed their victory, however, as race, with only limited formal trainthe Muks fell 29-26 in the first-year/ ing. "[He] destroyed the entire race,"
sophomorerace.
Coffrnan said. "We're pretty excited
Bates, ranked fourth nationally in with the results of the meet," Hale
New England Small College Athletic added, "it was a solid meeting, but
Conference (NESCAC) Division ID, there's lots of work to be done."
claimed the junior/senior races as
Following last weekend's sucwelL by a margin of 38-17. Three se- cessful race, the team will have a
niors and a junior took four of the top weekend free of competition, as they
five spots for the Bobcats, with Kate travel to Acadia National Park for a
Connolly '14, flashing the only blue training session. "It's a solid workout,
and white jersey across the finish line and it givesour legs a week off from
in less than 18 minutes.
meets," said Coffrnan.
The week after, Colby will head
The Bobcat men were also highly
ranked, sitting sixth in the nation at to the University of Southern Maine
the end of last year. For the first time for what Hale described as "a really
in several years, however, the Colby important one for us." This year, the
men began their season ranked in the Division III New England Championtop ten in New England, giving them ships will be held there, so working for
returning confidence and speed with an impressive showing at the Univerwhich to take on their rivals. Hav- sity in two weeks will be a priorityfor
ing not yet selected captains for the the young men 's team.
By PETECKONIOTE

Due to an apparent lack of
professionalism, respect and basic empathy on the part of Colby
athletic administrative members, both the Colby men and
women 's rugby teams have been
forced to cancel their first matches of the new season . Althoug h
the possibility of rescheduling
both matches still exists , it seems
highly unlikely.
The debacle began for the
two teams when longtime head
coach of both the men 's and
women 's teams , Tony Fletcher ,
abruptly resigned on August

20 , 2013. Apart from the obvious ramifications of losing
a coach , the news also meant
the teams would not be able to
hold official practices. Finding a new head coach proved
to be a difficult task , but official practices could have been
held w i t h the si gnings of Susan
Childers and Leo Lafailali'i ,
both of whom have worked
with the teams before.
Both squads were repeatedly
told that the signings would be
done within 24 hours , but the
date of the first practice came
and went without new coaches
on board. Just a few hours before the first unofficial practice
on campus was set to begin, the
squads were informed that any
practice involving any sort of
contact was completely out of

the question without first hiring
a trainer. Both rugby squads had
repeatedly been requesting access
to Colby trainers , and announcing
this to the teams just a week before their season openers created
a frenzy. The final act came when
the Colby athletic administration
cancelled both season-opening
games before even telling the
teams, let alone explaining the
situation or what could be done to
mend it.
This remarkable lack of communication is certainly unprofessional in that it opens the
door for immense unproductivity, but it is also disrespectful to
the teams. Doing things such
as completing all physicals in a
timely manner, registering with
USA Rugby or recruiting and
training new recruits all fall

PHOTO COURTESY OF MELISSA ANDERSON

Women s' Rugby won the Maine State Championship last spring. The men won the tournament the previous year.

under the domain of the players , and all of those tasks were
completed in a timely manner.
Furthermore, women 's captain
Steph Ruys de Perez '14 re-

This lack of
communication
opens the door
for immense unproductivity, but
is also disrespectful to the teams
themselves.
marks how, "over the course of
this past year, we have worked
incredibly hard to improve our
relationship with the [GarrisonFoster]health center and the
Administration. We comp lied
with all of their requests last
spring and have worked hard
to meet the expectations of the
Athletic Department. " Not responding to this very hard work
in kind shows a clear failure to
recognize it.
Additionally, it shows a lack
of recognition for the success of
the rugby teams in recent seasons. Both teams have won the
Beast of the East Plate Championship and played in the Maine
State Championship game over
the past two seasons. As Athletic
Director, it is the job of Marcella
Zalot to make Colby athletics
look good. In this case, not only
did she not actively take steps to
do this , but she actually prevented a club from continuing to represent the school successfully.

Men's soccer battles Williams
By ZACHARY ELLENTHAL
STAFF WRITER

Patrick Gordon's low drive in the
65th minute sailed past Colby Mules *
goalkeeper Cody Funkhouser ' 15 to
give the Williams Ephs the decisive
tally in a 1-0 contest dunng Saturday's
opening weekend kickoff of the New
England Small College Athletic Conference(NESCAC) soccer season.
Colby drew a tough matchup in
Williams to open the season; the
Ephs entered play on Saturday as the
second-ranked team in the nation.
To the Mules' credit, they hung tight
with Williams throughout the game
and had a couple of golden opportunities to score the equalizer after falling behind.
After the two teams traded chances for much of the first half-hour,
Williams turned on their attack in
the final minutes of the first half Hut
Funkhouser and the Colby defense
did not break, as they turned aside
13 first-half shots and seven first-half
comer kicks to keep the game scoreless going into halfhme.
The scoreless tie remained
throughout the opening stages of the
second half with both teams looking
for a bounce or break to take the lead.
Colby appeared to have gotten theirs
when a Mule attempted a high-quality shot from inside the box, but Eph
delender Chris Conder aggressively
cut off the shooter's angle lo block
the shot.
The Ephs capitalized on their
break in the 65th minute when Gordon pounced on a loose ball just outside of the penalty area and found the
back of the net with his strike.
The back and forth second half
contest continued less titan a minute
later with the Mules earning a direct
tree kick and a great opportunity to

even the ledger. The original shot was
turned aside by Eph goalkeeper Peter
Morrell, but a rebound generated chaos and an eventual second-chance opportunity that was deflected off target
Colby eventually ran out of time
after being denied on subsequent
opportunities and were unable to
break through against a Williams
team that conceded only five goals
in NESCAC play a year ago. Funkhouser stood out for the Mules with
nine saves, giving his team a chance
to win all game long. Keith Chemin
' 15 and Jon Stronach ' 15 paced the
Colby attack with three shots each.
In the coming week, the Mules
square off against Husson University at home on Tuesday at 4:30 and

After the two
teams traded
chances for
much of the first
half-hour, Williams turned on
their attack in the
final minutes.
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Colby
On Deck

continue their NESCAC schedule on
Saturday on the road against Tufts
University. A year ago, Husson shut
out Colby en route to a 3-0 victory,
while Tufts and Colby played to a
scoreless tie.
Coach Mark Serdjenian '73 will
be at the helm for his 38th season as
the men's soccer coach. Quad-captains Chris Pratt '14, Nate Tolman
'14, Grey Benjamin '14, and Jonathan Sommer " 14 headline the senior
leadership group. The Mules will be
faced with the task of replacing their
two leading point scorers from a year
ago, the graduated Nick Aubin '13
and Andrew Meisel '13. A first-year
class of nine players will be introduced to the fold

THIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAMES
WOMEN'S SOCCER
AT TUFTS

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

FIELD HOCKEY
AT TUFTS
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

WOMEN'S TENNIS
VS. SIMMONS

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

MEN'S SOCCER
AT TUFTS

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

JULIANNA HAUBNER/COLBY ECH'O

I

Colby goalkeeper Cody Funkhouser 15 looks on as the winning goal sails into the back of the net. [

